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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation investigates the relationships between reinsurance activities and 

primary insurers’ financial performance in U.S. property-liability insurance market from 

several perspectives.  

The first essay investigates the relationship between ceding insurer performance 

and the affiliation, domicile, and authorization of its counterparties. Specifically, we 

provide empirical evidence that ceding insurer financial performance is positively related 

to the use of affiliated reinsurance, the use of foreign reinsurance, and the use of affiliated 

reinsurance that is ceded to the low-tax, lightly-regulated domiciled counterparties; and 

negatively related to the use of unauthorized reinsurance. These results are consistent 

with the cost of information asymmetry theory.  

The second essay investigates reinsurance counterparty relationships in U.S. 

property-liability insurance. Firm-specific characteristics determinants of counterparty 

relationships are examined. We also analyze the relationship between firm performance 

and reinsurance counterparty relationships. We find that concentration in reinsurance 

counterparties, especially in unaffiliated counterparties, is adversely related to insurer 

performance due to higher information asymmetry. On the other hand, relationship with 

foreign counterparties is positive related to performance, suggesting the foreign 

reinsurers may have a favorable position in terms of tax treatment, specialized service, 

among other factors.      
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation investigates the relationships between reinsurance activities and 

primary insurers’ financial performance. It consists of two essays. “Reinsurance and 

Ceding Insurer Performance in the US Property-Liability Insurance Industry: Affiliation, 

Domicile, and Authorization Effects” and “Reinsurance Counterparty Relationships and 

Firm Performance in the U.S. Property-Liability Insurance Industry”.  

The first essay (“Affiliation, Domicile, and Authorization Effects Paper”) 

investigates the relationship between ceding insurer performance and the affiliation, the 

domicile, and the authorization of its counterparties in U.S. property-liability insurance 

market. We measure insurer performance by conventional metrics, such as ROA and 

ROE, and by various types of efficiencies estimated using modern frontier efficiency 

analysis. Independent variables of reinsurance are constructed based on firm level 

reinsurance premium ceded and reinsurance recoverable on paid and unpaid losses. Using 

multivariate regression analysis, we find empirical evidence that ceding insurer financial 

performance is positively related to: (1) the use of affiliated reinsurance; (2) the use of 

foreign reinsurance; and (3) the use of affiliated reinsurance that is ceded to the low-tax, 

lightly-regulated domiciled counterparties. However, we find no support for the argument 

that unaffiliated reinsurance ceded to the favorably-domiciled counterparties is positively 

related to ceding firm’s performance. We also find a negative relationship between 

unauthorized reinsurance and firm performance. In general, we find empirical support for 

the cost of information asymmetry hypothesis, which predicts that reinsurance 
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transactions with higher level of information asymmetry will incur higher costs and thus 

reduce ceding insurer performance.  

The second essay (“Interconnectedness Effects Paper”) investigates reinsurance 

counterparty relationships in U.S. property-liability insurance industry. Counterparty 

relationships are measured in terms of reinsurance premiums ceded and reinsurance 

recoverable on paid and unpaid losses. Two sets of analyses are conducted. First, 

determinants of reinsurance utilization, exposure and concentration in reinsurance 

counterparties are examined. That is, the types of firms that are likely to have high 

reinsurance utilization, exposure and concentration with relatively few counterparties are 

identified. The results indicate that firm characteristics such as firm size, organizational 

form, underwriting portfolio risk, and asset portfolio risk are determinants of utilization, 

exposure, and concentration in reinsurance counterparties. Second, the relationship 

between firm performance and reinsurance utilization, exposure and concentration in 

reinsurance counterparties is examined. Firm performance is positively related to 

reinsurance utilization and exposure, especially with foreign affiliated reinsurers. Ceding 

insurers’ performance is adversely related to concentration in reinsurance counterparties. 

Furthermore, we find that utilization, exposure, and concentration of domestic 

unaffiliated reinsurance are inversely related to primary insurer’s financial performance, 

especially to cost efficiency. This suggests a cost disadvantage may exist for domestic 

unaffiliated reinsurance.  

The remainder of the dissertation is structured as follow: Chapter 2 provides an 

institutional background of the global reinsurance market and discusses its importance to 

U.S. P/L insurance industry; Chapter 3 discusses the affiliation, domicile, and 
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authorization effects of reinsurance on primary insurers in the U.S. property-liability 

insurance market; Chapter 4 discusses the determinants of reinsurance relationships and 

the effects of reinsurance counterparty relationships on primary insurers in the U.S. 

property-liability insurance market; Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation 
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CHAPTER 2 

INSTITUTIONAL BACKGROUND: GLOBAL REINSURANCE MAKRET  

The amount of insurance a property-liability insurance company can sell depends 

on the level of capital it maintains.  The greater the volatility of its loss claims, the more 

capital the company will need to keep in order to assure regulators and rating agencies 

that it will be able to pay the claims. However, capital is a scarce resource in the 

insurance industry. The lack of capital significantly limits the insurer’s ability to 

underwrite new business and provide coverage against catastrophic losses such as 

hurricane and earthquake. Reinsurance, the insurance for insurance companies, serves as 

a substitute for capital as well as a critical tool for risk management. Under a reinsurance 

agreement, an insurer cedes premiums collected from customers to a reinsurer that agrees 

contractually to bear a portion of the insured losses. Because reinsurance transfers the 

actual risk, the insurer typically does not have to maintain capital or reserves to cover the 

losses it cedes. In 2011, U.S. P/L insurers cede a total of $410 billion premiums to 

reinsurers.1 

Reinsurance enhances the efficiency of the insurance market in several ways. First, 

reinsurance mitigates an insurance company’s volatility of its losses and hence increases 

its underwriting capacity without raising new capital. With reinsurance arrangement, an 

insurer can underwrite a mega risk which otherwise is unabsorbable, or provide a higher 

limit of protection than its capital would otherwise allow.  Second, reinsurance facilitates 

the transfer of risk and capital within individual groups of affiliated insurance companies.  

                                                            
1 Source: A.M. Best’s Aggregates & Averages, 2012 
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As market conditions change, the relative profitability of insurance in different regions 

and lines of business shifts over time.  Reinsurance allows the parent company to build 

capital in a centrally managed pool and then deploy it quickly to subsidiaries around the 

globe in response to these changing conditions.  Third, reinsurers usually possess highly 

specialized expertise in risk management and provide such service to ceding insurers as 

sophisticated data analysis and risk modeling.  Small insurance companies particularly 

benefit from the technical and financial expertise that these specialty reinsurance 

companies provide.   

Reinsurance is a global market because the insurance industry needs to diversify 

risk to the greatest widest possible geographical region. Foreign reinsurers are also better 

able to raise capital in a global market than domestic reinsurers. It is critical for U.S. 

insurers to diversify risk over the global market because U.S. represents a large 

concentration of insured risk and the domestic market cannot provide adequate coverage, 

which may result in price increase and market inefficiency. For example, U.S. accounts 

for 87% of worldwide insured catastrophe loss payments in 2005, primarily due to 

Hurricanes Katrina, Rita, and Wilma.2  Figure 2.1 shows the distribution of global non-

life reinsurance premiums written in 2011. U.S. reinsurers3 only assume less than 13% of 

the reinsurance premiums of the world, while European and Bermudan reinsurers account 

for 58% and 15%, respectively. It is noteworthy that Bermuda represents a critical 

reinsurance market because it provides many advantages such as no corporate income tax 

and light regulation. The approximation of Bermuda to the continental U.S. bolsters the 

                                                            
2 Source: A.M. Best’s Aggregates & Averages, 2006 
3 Americas include U.S., Canada, and Mexico. 
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growth of this market.4 In addition, foreign reinsurers are exempt from federal income tax 

on U.S. business they assume. The tax advantage further reduces the cost of foreign 

reinsurance. 

 

Figure 2.1 Distribution of Global Reinsurance Premiums by Regions, 2011 

   (Source: A.M. Best Global Reinsurance Report, 2012) 

Affiliated reinsurance is also common for U.S. P/L insurers, given that about 65% 

of them are group members. Absent reinsurance, regulators would require each company 

within an insurance group to have enough capital on a standalone basis to support the 

business it writes.  With affiliated reinsurance, a group of related companies can reduce 

the total amount of capital needed to support their combined business. More importantly, 

affiliated reinsurance mitigate the moral hazard and adverse selection problems between 

ceding insurer and reinsurer, because their interests are better aligned under common 

group ownership and better quality of information is available to both parties. In addition, 

affiliated reinsurance is central to the group structure of the insurance industry in terms of 

                                                            
4 See Cummins (2008) for an economic analysis of the Bermuda insurance market. 
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risk diversification. Affiliated reinsurance can be conducted more quickly and flexibly 

than unaffiliated reinsurance, and is less susceptible to price increases and supply 

restrictions over the hard market phase of underwriting cycle. In 2011, 64% of the 

reinsurance premiums by U.S. P/L insurers are ceded to affiliates counterparties.5    

U.S. P/L insurers also purchase reinsurance from both authorized reinsurers and 

unauthorized reinsurers. Authorized reinsurers are those who are licensed, accredited or 

approved by the ceding company‘s state of domicile. Unauthorized reinsurers are those 

who are not licensed, accredited or approved by the ceding company‘s state of domicile. 

Insurance companies are concerned with the authorization of reinsurance counterparties 

primarily because Statutory Accounting Principles (SAP) may impose a penalty or 

provision for reinsurance recoverables if a reinsurer is not licensed. Unauthorized 

reinsurers are deemed more risky under SAP as there are substantially higher provisions 

for these reinsurers, unless these balances are secured or collateralized6 . Therefore, 

unauthorized reinsurance may be more expensive than authorized reinsurance. In 2011, 

about 34% of reinsurance premiums are ceded to unauthorized reinsurance.7 

Insurers usually purchase reinsurance from various reinsurers in order to obtain 

optimal risk diversification. Reinsurance thus creates a major source of 

interconnectedness within the insurance industry. Since early 2000s, the global 

reinsurance market has undergone significant consolidation through mergers and 

                                                            
5 Source: A.M. Best’s Aggregates & Averages, 2012 
6 Collateralization is often made in the form of letters of credit, while other forms such as trust 
fund may be used.  
7  Source: A.M. Best’s Aggregates & Averages, 2012, excluding inter-company pooling and 
mandatory pools.  
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acquisitions. The market is more concentrated now, with top 5 market leaders8 taking up 

over 50% of the global market share. Figure 2.2 presents the distribution of global  

 

Figure 2.2 Distributions of Global Reinsurance Premiums across Top Reinsurers, 2011  
 
(Source: A.M Best’s 2012 Reinsurance Report) 
 
 
reinsurance premium written from top 20 reinsurers in 2011. The concentration in 

reinsurance market will result in limit of choice faced by primary insurers, leading to a 

higher level of concentration in counterparties, forcing them to face greater counterparty 

credit risk. On the other hand, however, as the top reinsurers keep growing and 

expanding their business into new markets, they would be able to diversify risk more 

efficiently and provide high quality service in risk management to their customers 

(Cummins and Weiss, 2000).     

 

                                                            
8 The 5 largest global reinsurers by premiums in 2011 are: Munich Re, Swiss Re, Hannover, 
Berkshire-Hathaway, and Lloyd’s.  
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 CHAPTER 3  

REINSURANCE AND CEDING INSURER PERFORMANCE IN THE U.S. 
PROPERTY-LIABILITY INSURANCE INDUSTRY: AFFILIATION, DOMICILE, 

AND AUTHORIZATION EFFECTS  

 

ABSTRACT 

 

This paper investigates the relationship between ceding insurer performance and 

the affiliation as well as the domicile of its counterparties in U.S. property-liability 

insurance market. We measure insurer performance by conventional metrics, such as 

ROA and ROE, and by efficiency scores estimated using modern frontier efficiency 

analysis. We construct a set of independent variables based on individual firm level 

reinsurance cessions in terms of reinsurance premium ceded and reinsurance recoverables. 

Using multivariate regression analysis, we find empirical evidence that ceding insurer 

financial performance is positively related to: (1) the use of affiliated reinsurance; (2) the 

use of foreign reinsurance; and (3) the use of affiliated reinsurance that is ceded to the 

low-tax, lightly-regulated domiciled counterparties. We also document a negative 

relationship between the utilization of unauthorized reinsurance and insurer performance. 

Our findings generally support the cost of information asymmetry hypothesis, which 

predicts that reinsurance transactions with higher level of information asymmetry will 

incur higher costs and thus reduce ceding insurer performance.     
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Reinsurance and Ceding Insurer Performance in the U.S. Property-Liability 

Insurance Industry: Affiliation, Domicile, and Authorization Effects 

3.1 Introduction 

Reinsurance is a critical mechanism for risk management in the property-liability 

insurance industry. Through purchasing reinsurance, primary insurers diversify the risks 

they assume from policyholders and transfer risks to reinsurers. As a result, the insurers’ 

underwriting capacity is expanded and their earnings become more stable, especially in 

the presence of catastrophic events. The costs and benefits of reinsurance to the insurance 

market have been well-documented by previous researchers (see Mayers and Smith, 1990; 

Cummins and Weiss, 2000; Froot, 2007; Cummins et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2008; 

Cummins and Trainar, 2009).  However, property-liability insurers engage in significant 

reinsurance transactions with affiliated and non-affiliated counterparties, as well as 

domestic and foreign counterparties.  Prior research has not investigated the effects of 

reinsurance counterparty on the performance of ceding companies. The objective of the 

present paper is to investigate the affiliation effects and domicile effects of the choice of 

reinsurance counterparty on ceding insurer performance.  

Most insurers purchase reinsurance from several reinsurers, both affiliated and 

unaffiliated. Ceding reinsurance to affiliated reinsurers within the same insurance group 

is common: in 2010, U.S. property-liability insurers ceded $334 billion in premiums to 

affiliated reinsurers and $62 billion to unaffiliated reinsurer. 9  Affiliated reinsurance 

transactions have potential advantages over unaffiliated transactions, such as reducing 

information asymmetries, controlling adverse selection and moral hazard between the 

                                                            
9 Source: Best Aggregates & Averages: Property-Casualty Insurance 2011 Edition (Oldwick, NJ). 
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counterparties, and facilitating low-cost risk transfer and diversification. These 

advantages not only affect the demand for reinsurance, but also may have significant 

effects on the efficiency of insurers. On the other hand, unaffiliated reinsurance may 

provide certain advantages to ceding insurers in terms of risk transfer and risk 

diversification; that is, it enables the ceding insurer to access capacity outside of its own 

insurance group. Therefore, it is important to investigate the effects of the affiliated and 

unaffiliated on ceding insurer’s financial performance. 

The reinsurance market is truly global. A global reinsurance company may be 

able to raise and deploy capital more quickly and easily and can help insurers diversify 

their risks geographically. U.S. property-liability insurers rely heavily on foreign 

reinsurers, both affiliated and non-affiliated. More than two-thirds of U.S. property 

catastrophe reinsurance premiums are written by foreign reinsurers, over 50% of which 

are ceded to Bermuda.10  In addition, a foreign reinsurer that writes business in the U.S. 

but derives the income abroad is not subject to federal income tax. Furthermore, among 

the foreign reinsurers, those domiciled in off-shore jurisdictions such as Bermuda may 

have a cost advantage because they operate in low-tax environments with less 

cumbersome regulations. Since the tax benefits of foreign reinsurers are priced in the 

reinsurance transaction, it may affect the performance of ceding insurers. 

Reinsurance can also be purchased through authorized reinsurers and 

unauthorized reinsurers. Authorized reinsurers are those who are licensed, accredited11 or 

                                                            
10 Source: Reinsurance Association of America 
(http://www.reinsurance.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=3615); The Insurance Information 
Institute (http://www.iii.org/facts_statistics/reinsurance.html).  
11 An Accredited Reinsurer is one that is not licensed in a state, but it has demonstrated that 
ability to meet the state‘s financial requirements, is licensed in at least one state, and permits the 
state to examine its books and records. 
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approved by the ceding company‘s state of domicile. Unauthorized reinsurers are those 

who are not licensed, accredited or approved by the ceding company‘s state of domicile. 

Insurance companies are concerned with the authorization of reinsurance counterparties 

primarily because Statutory Accounting Principles (SAP) may impose a penalty or 

provision for reinsurance recoverables if a reinsurer is unlicensed. The intent of the 

provision is to serve as a minimum reserve for uncollectible reinsurance. Unauthorized 

reinsurers are deemed more risky under SAP as there are substantially higher provisions 

for these reinsurers, unless these balances are secured or collateralized. U.S. cedents 

typically require reinsurers provide collateral for their recoverables if the reinsurer is not 

authorized in their state of domicile. As a result, the utilization of unauthorized 

reinsurance may be related to the primary insurer’s performance resulting from higher 

cost of unauthorized reinsurance. 

In this paper, we mainly examine three questions: (1) What are the effects of 

affiliated reinsurance and unaffiliated reinsurance on the performance of ceding insurers? 

(2) Are insurers that ceding reinsurance to foreign counterparties outperforming those 

that do not? (3) What are the impacts of unauthorized reinsurance on ceding insurers’ 

performance? We measure insurer financial performance using efficiency scores 

estimated by data envelopment analysis (DEA) as well as conventional accounting 

measures such as return on equity (ROE) and return on assets (ROA). The performance 

measures are then regressed on a set of independent variables that include measures of 

affiliated reinsurance and foreign reinsurance as well as firm-specific control variables to 

determine the relationship between performance and reinsurance counterparty choice. 
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Our research is the first to study the impact of affiliation, domicile, and 

authorization of reinsurance on the performance of primary insurers. This research also 

differs from prior studies on reinsurance in that we utilize firm-level data from National 

Association of Insurance Commissioners Annual Statement (Schedule F, Part 3) instead 

of aggregate level data.  We also use both reinsurance premium ceded and reinsurance 

recoverable to measure affiliated reinsurance and foreign reinsurance.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides some 

background on affiliated reinsurance and foreign reinsurance followed by a review of the 

literature on reinsurance. Section 3 develops hypotheses about relationships between 

ceding insurer performance and affiliated reinsurance as well as foreign reinsurance. 

Section 4 outlines our methodology, and section 5 presents the data and empirical results. 

Section 6 concludes the paper. 

 

3.2 Literature Review: An Economic View of Reinsurance 

There are extensive literatures on demand for reinsurance in the property-liability 

insurance market. Mayers and Smith (1982, 1990) examine the corporate demand for 

insurance using reinsurance data, arguing that the purchase of reinsurance by an 

insurance company is comparable to the purchase of insurance by firms in other 

industries. They find that ownership structure, firm size, geographic concentration and 

line-of-business concentration have significant effects on the demand for reinsurance. 

More specifically, they find that Lloyd’s associations purchase more reinsurance than 

insurers with any other organizational form, while widely held stock companies reinsure 

least. They also find that larger firm size, better credit standing, higher geographic 
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concentration, and higher line-of-business concentration reduce the demand for 

reinsurance.  

Garven and Lamm-Tennant (2003) examine the demand for reinsurance from a 

capital-structure perspective. They argue that, based on a contingent claims framework 

and all else equal, the demand for reinsurance will increase as the firm’s leverage 

increases, the correlation between the firm’s investment returns and claims costs 

decreases, firms assume more long-tail risk, and concentration in tax-favored asset 

investment increases. However, their study only includes a sample of unaffiliated insurers, 

which represent only a small segment of the industry.  

Cole and McCullough (2006) examine the effects of firm characteristics as well as 

the international reinsurance industry on the demand for reinsurance by U.S. insurers, and 

their findings generally support the prior literature. They also explore the demand for 

foreign reinsurance by U.S. insurers and find that the demand is mainly driven by firm 

size, group affiliation, and organizational form.  

Shiu (2011) studies the impact of an insurer’s capital structure on reinsurance 

demand as well as the reverse causality from reinsurance to capital structure among U.K. 

non-life insurers. He argues that insurers with higher leverage tend to purchase more 

reinsurance, and insurers with higher reinsurance dependence tend to have a higher level 

of debt.  

Powell and Sommer (2007) analyze reinsurance activities between affiliated and 

unaffiliated insurers. They argue that even though the demand for affiliated and 

unaffiliated reinsurance has some common determinants, the purchase of affiliated 

reinsurance is associated with some cost-based incentives, such as reducing information 
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asymmetries, and structural incentives that prohibit firms from accessing external capital. 

Powell, Sommer, and Eckles (2008) argue that internal capital market exists within 

insurance group members in the form of affiliated reinsurance transactions, and that this 

market plays a significant role in the investment behavior of affiliated insurers. 

On the other hand, limited prior studies have shed light on the difference between 

authorized and unauthorized reinsurance. Doherty and Phillips (2002) find that use of 

unauthorized reinsurance is negatively related to insurer’s credit rating. Cole, 

McCullough, and Powell (2007) test the market’s valuation of uncollateralized 

reinsurance recoverables from unauthorized foreign reinsurers, and find no significant 

relation between the use of unauthorized reinsurance and the price of insurance, 

suggesting the required collateralization of recoverables is not necessary to protect U.S. 

insurers and insurance consumers. They also find that larger firms, group members, stock 

companies, firms that write a larger percentage of catastrophe-exposed business, firms 

with a larger percentage of reinsurance ceded to foreign reinsurers, and firms that are 

more concentrated in terms of geography and business lines are more likely to report a 

provision for unauthorized reinsurance. In a study of relationship between loss reserve 

error and reinsurance purchase, Browne and Ju (2009) distinguish authorized reinsurance 

from unauthorized reinsurance and find that companies that purchase unauthorized 

reinsurance post less accurate loss reserves.  

All the above-mentioned studies relate demand for reinsurance to certain firm-

specific characteristics; that is, certain types of firms tend to purchase more reinsurance 

than others. However, with the exception of Doherty and Phillips (2002), these studies do 
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not focus on the impact of affiliation12, domicile, and authorization of reinsurers on 

ceding insurer’s financial performance. The main objective of this paper is to fill this gap 

in literature. 

Another stream of studies on reinsurance addresses this question to some extent: 

they focus on the costs and benefits of reinsurance to the property-liability insurance 

market. Weiss and Chung (2004) relate reinsurance to the underwriting cycle in the U.S. 

property-liability insurance market. They find that non-proportional reinsurance prices 

are significantly related to capacity and financial quality and that relative policyholder 

surplus, new external capital, and new internal capital are positively related to 

reinsurance prices. Cummins et al. (2008) analyze empirically the costs and the benefits 

of reinsurance for a sample of U.S. property-liability insurers. They show that purchasing 

reinsurance significantly increases insurers’ costs but significantly reduces loss ratio 

volatility. They argue that, when purchasing reinsurance, insurers accept higher 

production costs to reduce their underwriting risk. 

Cummins and Trainer (2009) consider the strengths and weaknesses of 

reinsurance and securitization as two different tools of risk financing. They argue that the 

risk warehouse model of reinsurance operates very efficiently for relatively small, mostly 

uncorrelated risks; but when the magnitude of potential losses and the correlation of risks 

increase, the traditional reinsurance model may become costly and uneconomical. These 

prior studies suggest that the use of reinsurance is related to primary insurers’ efficiency 

and financial performance.  

                                                            
12 Powell, Sommer, and Eckles (2008) find a positive relation between expected performance and 
internal capital market transactions measured by affiliated reinsurance. However, their primary 
focus is the efficiency of affiliated reinsurance, rather than the impact of affiliated reinsurance on 
firm performance, which is addressed in this paper.   
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There are also some prior studies that focus on reinsurance counterparties and 

systemic risk. Swiss Re (2003) investigates whether reinsurers pose a major risk for their 

clients, the financial system, or the economy. The study examines two major channels 

through which reinsurers could create systemic risk – lack of reinsurance coverage and 

insolvencies of primary insurers and banks triggered by reinsurer defaults. The study 

concludes that reinsurance insolvencies do not pose a systemic risk because primary 

insurers spread their reinsurance cessions across several reinsurers and the probability of 

reinsurer default is low. However, this study does not further examine reinsurance by 

affiliated counterparties and foreign counterparties. 

Cummins and Weiss (2012) investigate the reinsurance counterparty relationships 

of property-liability and life insurers in the U.S. by providing both aggregate level and 

firm level reinsurance information. They conclude that the concentration of ceded 

reinsurance premium as well as of reinsurance recoverable are relatively high, which 

indicates that many primary insurers would be seriously at risk if several large reinsurers 

were to fail. Their paper is the first to utilize the Schedule F data on property-liability 

insurers in any degree of detail, but it only examines unaffiliated reinsurance, and 

presents highly aggregated summary statistics without providing any further analysis of 

the data. 

Some studies relate reinsurance more directly to primary insurer’s performance. 

Jean Baptiste and Santomero (2000) propose a theoretical model predicting that 

information asymmetry increase the price of reinsurance and reduce efficiency of risk 

allocation. Their model also suggests that long-term implicit contracts between insurers 

and reinsurers allow the inclusion of new information into reinsurance pricing, resulting 
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in a more efficient risk allocation between the counterparties. Garven and Grace (2011) 

test Jean-Baptiste and Santomero’s theory by providing empirical evidence that long-term 

reinsurance contracting relationships are associated with higher insurer profits. Using a 

sample of publicly traded insurance firms, Scordis and Steinorth (2012) find that hedging 

risk through reinsurance creates values for shareholders. Using a sample of Taiwan P/C 

insurers, Lee and Lee (2012) argued that insurers with higher ROA tend to purchase less 

reinsurance and insurers with higher reinsurance dependence tend to have a lower level 

of firm performance.  

Most of the existing economic analyses measure reinsurance utilization by a 

single aggregate variable – the ratio of premiums ceded to direct premiums written plus 

reinsurance premiums assumed (e.g., Mayers and Smith, 1990; Cole and McCullough, 

2006; Powell and Sommer, 2007; Xie, 2010; etc.). However, Schedule F provides much 

more detailed information, including data by specific reinsurance counterparty for 

premiums ceded and reinsurance payments recoverable for paid and unpaid losses. Our 

paper investigates the Schedule F data in more detail to relate affiliated reinsurance as 

well as foreign reinsurance to ceding insurer performance. 

 

3.3 Hypotheses: Affiliation, Domicile, and Authorization of Reinsurers 

This section discusses the development of several hypotheses that are being tested 

in the subsequent sections of this chapter. 
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3.3.1 Affiliated Reinsurance 

Over 70% of U.S. property-liability insurance companies are group members.13 

U.S. Property-Liability insurance companies rely heavily on other companies in the same 

insurance group (i.e., affiliates) for reinsurance. More than 40% of all the premiums that 

U.S. insurers write or assume are ceded to reinsurers, and about 85% of reinsurance 

premium is ceded to affiliated reinsurers. Affiliated reinsurance plays a critical role in the 

insurance market for a few reasons. Most importantly, affiliated reinsurance helps 

mitigate the problems of adverse selection and moral hazard between insurer and 

reinsurer. These problems arise because the insurer knows much more than the reinsurer 

about the risks associated with individual policies, and this information asymmetry 

creates an incentive for the insurer to transfer the worst risks to the reinsurer and/or to 

assume otherwise unacceptable risks if they are covered by the reinsurance contract. As 

predicted by Jean-Baptiste and Santomero (2000), information asymmetry increases the 

price of reinsurance, thus reducing the efficiency of risk allocation between insurer and 

reinsurer. This internalization of the costs of adverse selection and moral hazard through 

vertical integration is especially the case with respect to the coverage of low-frequency, 

high-loss events such as natural catastrophes and product liability lawsuits, where the 

information asymmetry is most pronounced. If the insurer and the reinsurer share a 

common ownership, their incentives are better aligned. As a result, the price of 

reinsurance might be reduced if the ceding transaction occurs within the same group 

(Powell and Sommer, 2007). 

Second, as a tool for inter-group transfer of risks, affiliated reinsurance is central 

to the group structure of the insurance industry. Insurance groups organize subsidiaries 
                                                            
13 Source: National Association of Reinsurance Commissioners, 2010 
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across geographic area to the widest extent in order to diversify risk. Affiliated 

reinsurance allows an insurance group to transfer risk quickly and easily. The common 

membership of the same group also provides the insurer and reinsurer with a smooth 

channel for communication, thus lowering transaction costs. Group membership can also 

reduce the demand for external reinsurance by providing a substitute mechanism for 

lowering expected bankruptcy costs (Mayer and Smith, 1990). Unaffiliated reinsurance, 

on the other hand, requires an insurance company to find a third-party reinsurer and 

engage in lengthy negotiations over the terms and price of the contract, incurring higher 

transaction costs in business acquisition as well as counterparty monitoring (Doherty and 

Smetter, 2005). Affiliated reinsurance is also less susceptible to price increases and 

supply restrictions in the hard-market of the underwriting cycle. In addition, Powell, 

Sommer, and Eckles (2008) find that affiliated reinsurance is being effectively used to 

transfer capital to the affiliates with the best perceived investment opportunities, 

suggesting a potential improvement on insurer’s financial performance.  

The above discussion suggests the following hypothesis: 

H1:  Ceding insurer performance is positively related to the use of affiliated 

reinsurance. 

3.3.2 Foreign Reinsurance 

The reinsurance market is global because the insurance industry needs to be able 

to diversify catastrophic risk across the widest possible geographic area.  Ceding insurers 

usually engage in reinsurance transactions with both domestic and foreign reinsurance 

counterparties. Particularly, U.S. insurers must be able to diversify across the globe 

because the United States represents a large share of insured risk in the world. While the 
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United States has the largest insurance market in the world, roughly 50% of the 

reinsurance purchased by U.S. insurers comes from foreign reinsurers. This fraction is 

even larger for property catastrophe reinsurance. A key reason is that foreign reinsurers 

are more nimble and better able to raise capital in a global market than U.S.-owned firms, 

which are handicapped by the country’s state-dominated insurance regulatory system 

(Cummins and Xie, 2008). In addition, foreign reinsurers that assume risks that originate 

from U.S. are not subject to U.S. federal income tax under current tax code. This tax 

“loophole” provides foreign reinsurers with a significant cost advantage, which may 

result in a lower price they charge the ceding insurers than U.S. reinsurers do. 14  

On the other hand, however, there might be some factors that offset the advantage 

of foreign reinsurance. For example, foreign reinsurers operate under different regulatory 

regimes than U.S. ceding insurers, therefore informational asymmetries with respect to 

solvency and service quality are likely to be higher for foreign reinsurers than for 

domestic counterparties. Doherty and Smetters (2005) provide evidence that reinsurers 

impose controls on ceding insurers which mitigate underwriting moral hazard, enhancing 

information symmetry.  Monitoring of foreign counterparties is likely to be more difficult 

and costly than for domestic counterparties. When that is the case, information 

asymmetry premiums are likely to be higher for foreign reinsurance (Jean-Baptiste and 

Santomero, 2000), resulting in lower efficiency of ceding insurers. 

The above discussion suggests the following hypothesis: 

                                                            
14 Foreign reinsurers that assume U.S.-originated risks from domestic insurers are subject to an 
excise tax on the full amount of ceded premiums. However, the tax rate is only 1% for property-
liability reinsurance. Furthermore, reinsurers that domicile in some countries such as Germany 
and Switzerland are exempt from excise tax. Therefore, this excise tax is less possible to offset 
the tax benefits that foreign reinsurers receive. 
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H2: Ceding insurer performance is significantly related to the use of foreign 

reinsurance.  

U.S.-domiciled reinsurers are not only subject to federal income tax, but also 

subject to strict regulation than foreign reinsurers. As suggested by Outreville (2008) and 

Cole et al (2012), regulatory barriers play an important role in the internationalization of 

insurance/reinsurance market. Therefore, impact of foreign reinsurance on firm 

performance is even more pronounced with reinsurers that domiciled in low-tax, lightly-

regulated jurisdictions. Because U.S. regulation makes it difficult for domestic reinsurers 

to quickly adjust rates or coverage terms (Cummins, 2008), ceding insurers may be in 

favor of those low-tax, lightly-regulated reinsurers such as Bermuda firms in order to 

avoid the rigidity of the U.S. regulatory system.  

The above discussion suggests the following hypothesis: 

H3: Ceding insurer performance is positively related to the use of reinsurance 

from affiliates domiciled in low-tax and lightly-regulated jurisdictions. 

H4: Ceding insurer performance is positively related to the use of reinsurance 

from unaffiliates domiciled in low-tax and lightly-regulated jurisdictions. 

3.3.3 Unauthorized Reinsurance 

Reinsurance can be ceded to both authorized and unauthorized reinsurers. 

Unauthorized reinsurers are those who are not licensed, accredited or approved by the 

ceding company‘s state of domicile. Unauthorized reinsurers are deemed more risky 

under SAP as there are substantially higher provisions for these reinsurers, unless these 

balances are secured or collateralized. U.S. cedents typically require reinsurers provide 

collateral for their recoverables if the reinsurer is not authorized in their state of domicile. 
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The collateral requirement imposes additional cost on reinsurer, suggesting a higher price 

of reinsurance. Given that the use of unauthorized reinsurance is not related to the price 

of insurance (Cole, McCullough, and Powell, 2007), it might reduce the primary insurer’s 

efficiency due to the higher cost of unauthorized reinsurance. Based on the above 

discussion, we propose the following hypothesis: 

H5: Ceding insurer performance is adversely related to the use of unauthorized 

reinsurance. 

 

3.4 Methodology 

This section first discusses the measures of firm performance, including 

estimations of firm efficiency using data envelopment analysis (DEA) based on modern 

frontier efficiency analysis. Then the discussion turns to the specification of multivariate 

regression models and definition of dependent and independent variables.  

3.4.1   Measures of Firm Performance 

We estimate firm performance using modern frontier efficiency analysis as well 

as conventional performance measures such as return on equity (ROE) and return on 

assets (ROA). The performance measures are then regressed on a set of independent 

variables representing the use of various types of reinsurance as well as control variables 

to determine the relationship between primary insurer performance and the use of 

reinsurance. The remaining of this section discusses estimation of the efficiency scores. 

In this study, frontier efficiency is estimated using data envelopment analysis 

(DEA), a non-parametric technique (e.g., Cooper, Seiford, and Zhu, 2004; Ray, 2004).  

This technique involves measuring the performance of each firm in an industry relative to 
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“best practice” efficient frontiers consisting of the dominant firms in the industry. 

Efficiency scores vary between 0 and 1, with fully efficient firms having efficiencies 

equal to 1 and inefficient firms having efficiencies between 0 and 1.  

The DEA approach has attractive statistical properties: First, as shown in Banker 

(1993), DEA is equivalent to a maximum likelihood estimation. Second, Grosskopf 

(1996) shows that DEA estimators are consistent and converge faster than estimators 

from other frontier methods. Third, DEA estimators are also unbiased if we assume that 

there is no underlying model or reference technology.  Fourth, Banker and Natarajan 

(2008) show that DEA is a non-parametric stochastic frontier estimation methodology 

that performs better than parametric procedures in the estimation of individual decision 

making unit productivity.  Finally, Banker and Natarajan (2008) also show that the two-

stage approach adopted in this paper (i.e., DEA followed by regressions) yields consistent 

estimates of the impact of these contextual variables on efficiency, and performs as well 

as the best econometric methods. 

In order to estimate DEA efficiencies, we need to define inputs, input prices, 

outputs, and output prices for the insurance company. Following recent literature on 

efficiency in the property-liability insurance industry (e.g., Cummins et. al, 2010, Xie, 

2010), we use four inputs: labor, agent, materials and business services, and financial 

capital. The price for labor is defined as the average weekly wage (AWW) for employees 

of direct property and casualty insurers (NAICS 524126) in the state where the insurer’s 

home office resides. The price for agent is defined as the premium weighted average of 

AWW for employees of insurance agencies and brokerages (NAICS 524210) across the 

states where the company writes business. The price for materials and business services is 
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the weighted average of the national production price indices for materials and service 

items from the expense exhibit of the NAIC statement. These wages and price indices are 

collected from U.S. Department of Labor and deflated to the year 2000. We define the 

price of financial capital as the cost of equity capital based on the size adjusted capital 

asset pricing model.15 We then can define the quantity of each input as the current dollar 

amount of expenditure on each input divided by its corresponding price.  

We adopt a modified value-added approach to define outputs and output prices. 

Since the major functions of property-liability insurance are risk-pooling and financial 

intermediation (Cummins and Weiss, 2013), we use the present value of real losses 

incurred as proxies for outputs of risk-pooling, and use average real invested assets to 

measure the output of financial intermediation. More specifically, we classify lines of 

business reported in Schedule P of the NAIC statement into four groups: personal short-

tail losses, personal long-tail losses, commercial short-tail losses, and commercial long-

tail losses. The prices for the risk pooling outputs are then defined as 

i i i ip [prem PV(L )] / PV(L )  , where pi is the price of output i, premi is the total 

premium of all lines in output i, and PV(Li) is the present value of the losses incurred for 

output i. 16 The price of the invested assets is defined as the weighted average of debt and 

equity returns, i.e., the expected return on stocks and the actual return on other interest-

bearing invested assets. 

                                                            
15 See Cummins et. al. (2010) for a more detailed discussion of this calculation. 
16 It is not uncommon in years with catastrophic shocks that some insurers will generate negative 
output prices, because their real incurred losses are greater than premium income. In such cases 
we smooth prices by winsorizing them at the 5% level instead of removing the negative 
observations from our sample. That is, negative output prices are not an abnormal circumstance, 
and the ability to pay for catastrophe losses should be reflected in the firm’s efficiency. 
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Instead of using insurance groups and unaffiliated insurers as decision making 

units (DMUs) in efficiency estimation, we define DMUs as individual companies in this 

study, because we need to analyze the reinsurance activities for affiliated versus 

unaffiliated counterparties (see Cummins et al., 2011), and group level data will combine 

and offset all affiliated transactions. We estimate efficiency for all U.S. property-liability 

insurers with valid data for the sample period 1993-2009.  We estimate cost, revenue, and 

profit efficiency for the insurers in our sample.17    

3.4.2   Specifications of Multivariate Regression Models  

        Once the efficiency scores are estimated, we estimate the following regression 

model to test our hypotheses:18 
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where ,i ty is the firm’s financial performance in period t.  Separate regressions are 

estimated for cost efficiency, revenue efficiency, profit efficiency, ROA, and ROE. The 

independent variables REINS and control variable CTRL are described as follow and also 

summarized in Table 3.1, which also shows the predicted sign for variables of interest. 

YearDummy variables are included to control year (market) effects.  

Use of Reinsurance We use two of financial variables, reinsurance premium 

ceded and reinsurance recoverable, to measure to ceding insurer’s reliance on reinsurance 

separately. RPC/DPWA, percentage of reinsurance premium ceded in direct premium 

written plus reinsurance assumed, directly measures the utilization of reinsurance by an  

                                                            
17 A more detailed introduction to DEA is given in the Appendix I. 
18 Banker and Natarajan (2008) demonstrate that the procedure of first estimating efficiency using 
DEA and then regressing the efficiency scores on contextual variables produces consistent 
estimates of the regression coefficients. 
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Table 3.1 Summary of Variables 

This table presents a summary of definitions of variables used in the multivariate 
analyses in the paper and the expected signs of variables according to the hypotheses. 
 

Variable Definition 

Expected 
Relationship 
with Insurer 
Performance 

RPC/DPWA 
percentage of reinsurance premium ceded in direct 
premium written plus reinsurance assumed 

 

RR/PHS 
percentage of reinsurance recoverable as of total 
policyholder surplus 

 

%RPC_LOWTAX
_AFF 

percentage of ceded premiums to affiliated reinsurers in 
low-tax, lightly-regulated jurisdictions 

+ 

%RPC_LOWTAX
_UNAFF 

percentage of ceded premiums to unaffiliated reinsurers in 
low-tax, lightly-regulated jurisdictions 

+ 

%RR_LOWTAX_
AFF 

percentage of recoverable from affiliated reinsurers in 
low-tax, lightly-regulated jurisdictions 

+ 

%RR_LOWTAX_
UNAFF 

percentage of recoverable from unaffiliated reinsurers in 
low-tax, lightly-regulated jurisdictions 

+ 

%RPC_OTHER_A
FF 

percentage of ceded premiums to affiliated reinsurers in 
other foreign jurisdictions 

+/- 

%RPC_OTHER_U
NAFF 

percentage of ceded premiums to unaffiliated reinsurers in 
other foreign jurisdictions 

+/- 

%RR_OTHER_AF
F 

percentage of recoverable from affiliated reinsurers in 
other foreign jurisdictions 

+/- 

%RR_OTHER_U
NAFF 

percentage of recoverable from unaffiliated reinsurers in 
other foreign jurisdictions 

+/- 

%RPC_US_AFF 
percentage of ceded premiums to affiliated domestic 
reinsurers 

+ 

%RR_US_AFF 
percentage of recoverable from affiliated domestic 
reinsurers  

+ 

%RPC_UNAU 
percentage of ceded premiums to unauthorized reinsurers 
in total ceded premium 

- 

%RR_UNAU percentage of recoverable from unauthorized reinsurers  - 

RPC_UNAU_D 
dummy variable that equals 1 if a firm ceded premium to 
unauthorized reinsurer and 0 otherwise 

- 

RR_UNAU_D 
dummy variable that equals 1 if a firm has recoverable 
from unauthorized reinsurer and 0 otherwise 

- 

Firm Size the natural logarithm of the insurer’s assets  

Stock 
a dummy variable equal to 1 if the insurer is a stock 
company and 0 otherwise 

 

Premium/Surplus premium written divided by policyholder surplus  

Group Affiliation 
a dummy variable equal to 1 if the insurer is a affiliated 
member of a group and 0 otherwise 

 
 

HHI_Geographic Herfindahl index of premium written by states  
HHI_Lineofbusi Herfindahl index of premium written by business lines  
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insurer, while RR/PHS, percentage of reinsurance recoverable on paid and unpaid losses 

in policyholder surplus,  represents the level of reinsurance claim payments that are 

susceptible to reinsurance counterparty default risk.19 

Use of Affiliated Reinsurance and Foreign Reinsurance Similar to the use of 

general reinsurance, the use of affiliated reinsurance can be defined as percentage of 

premium ceded to affiliated reinsurers in total ceded premium and as percentage of 

recoverable from affiliated reinsurers in total reinsurance recoverable. The use of foreign 

reinsurance as percentage of premium ceded to foreign reinsurers in total ceded premium 

and as percentage of recoverable from foreign reinsurers in total reinsurance recoverable.  

In order to measure the use of low-tax, lightly-regulated foreign reinsurance, we 

first need to identify the jurisdictions that are characterized as low-tax, and foster a less-

restricting regulatory environment for (re)insurance companies. We do so by 

incorporating 47 “tax haven” jurisdictions identified by Organisation for Economic Co-

operation and Development (OECD)20 with conventional perception of the U.S. property-

liability industry. Table 3.2 presents these low-tax, lightly-regulated jurisdictions and the 

average percentages of reinsurance premiums ceded to these areas in our sample. 

After we identify the low-tax jurisdictions, we can classify the reinsurance into 

the following categories: low-tax affiliated reinsurance 

(%RPC_LOWTAX_AFF; %RR_LOWTAX_AFF), low-tax unaffiliated reinsurance 

(%RPC_LOWTAX_UNAFF; %RR_LOWTAX_UNAFF), other foreign affiliated  

                                                            
19 An insurer is still fully liable for claim payments even if its reinsurer goes insolvent or/and 
defaults. Under such circumstance, the amount of reinsurance recoverable will re-appear on the 
liability of balance sheet. Therefore, RR/PHS might be an appropriate measure of an insurer’s 
dependency on reinsurance. This ratio can also be called “exposure to reinsurance”.  
20 For the complete list of tax havens, please see OECD, 2000, Towards Global Tax Competition.  
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Table 3.2 Reinsurance Premium Distribution in Low-Tax, Lightly-Regulated 

Jurisdictions 

This table presents the list of low-tax, lightly-regulated jurisdictions and the average 
volumes of reinsurance premium ceded and recoverable attributed to these jurisdictions 
through our sample period, 1993 to 2009. 
 
Country/Region Reinsurance 

Premium 
Ceded (in 
Millions) 

Percentage of 
Total 
Reinsurance 
Premium 
Ceded  

Reinsurance 
Recoverable      
(in Millions) 

Percentage of 
Total 
Reinsurance 
Recoverable 

Anguilla 1.127 0.0003% 1.750 0.0002% 

Antigua&Barbuda 0.024 0.0000% 0.003 0.0000% 

Bahamas 3.037 0.0007% 1.706 0.0002% 

Barbados 530.749 0.1290% 1106.551 0.1370% 

Bermuda 32,415.719 7.8814% 64,031.299 7.9288% 

Cayman Island 2,281.950 0.8548% 4,852.503 0.6309% 

Haiti 10.934 0.0027% 58.051 0.0072% 

Honduras 0.112 0.0000% 0.221 0.0000% 

Ireland 818.070 0.1989% 1,277.235 0.1582% 

Jamaica 45.200 0.0110% 71.091 0.0088% 

Martinique (FR) 5,838.690 1.4196% 4,629.675 0.5733% 

Montserrat (UK) 599.931 0.1459% 546.964 0.0677% 

Turks and Caicos 602.364 0.1465% 970.166 0.1201% 

Vanuatu 110.993 0.0270% 435.293 0.0539% 

Virgin Islands 448.278 0.1090% 1,002.727 0.1242% 

 

 reinsurance (%RPC_OTHER_AFF; %RR_OTHER_AFF), other foreign unaffiliated 

reinsurance (%RPC_OTHER_UNAFF; %RR_OTHER_UNAFF), domestic affiliated 

reinsurance (%RPC_US_AFF; %RR_US_AFF), and domestic unaffiliated reinsurance 

(%RPC_US_UNAFF; %RR_US_UNAFF). The RPC variables and RR variables should 
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add up to 1, respectively, so we drop the %RPC_US_UNAFF and %RR_US_UNAFF 

from the regressions in order to avoid singularity problem. 

According to the hypotheses, variables related to affiliated reinsurance are 

expected to be positive; variables related to low-tax reinsurance are expected to be 

positive, and the signs of variables related to other foreign reinsurance are undetermined. 

Use of Unauthorized Reinsurance Prior studies use Provision for Unauthorized 

Reinsurance (PFUR) to measure the use of unauthorized reinsurance by an insurer. The 

PFUR is a liability item on the insurer’s balance sheet created for amount of reinsurance 

recoverable that is not fully collateralized. Our study focuses on how the unauthorized 

reinsurance in all, not only those not collateralized, impact primary insurer’s performance. 

Therefore, PFUR will not be the best measurement of unauthorized reinsurance. Instead, 

we define measures as the percentage of reinsurance premiums ceded to unauthorized 

reinsurers (%RPC_UNAU) and the percentage of reinsurance recoverable from 

unauthorized reinsurers (%RR_UNAU) to test Hypothesis 5. These variables properly 

measure the utilization and the exposure to unauthorized reinsurance by an insurer. 

Alternatively, we construct two dummy variables (RPC_UNAU_D; RR_UNAU_D) to 

indicate whether an insurer uses unauthorized reinsurance or not. The dummy variables 

equal to 1 if an insurer reports any premium ceded or recoverable, respectively, with 

unauthorized reinsurer in a given year, and equal to 0 otherwise. 

Other Control Variables Corporate finance theory predicts that certain firm-

specific characteristics affect agency costs and hence the firm’s performance. The 

selection of control variables in our paper is based on previous studies of insurer 

performance, which document that firm size, leverage, organizational form, group 
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affiliation, line of business mix, and geographic concentration are important firm 

characteristics that are likely to affect insurer’s financial performance. FIRMSIZE is 

proxied by the natural logarithm of total asset of the firm. Leverage is measured by 

PREM/SURPLUS, the ratio of premium to surplus. Organizational form is measured by a 

STOCK dummy variable which equals 1 when the firm is a stock company and equals 0 

otherwise. Group affiliation is measured by a GROUP dummy variable which equals 1 

when the firm belongs to a group. Line of business mix is measured by the Herfindahl 

index across all lines reported in Schedule P of NAIC annual statements 

(HHI_LINEOFBUSINESS). Finally, geographic concentration is measured by the 

Herfindahl index across states (HHI_GEOGRAPHIC).  

 

3.5 Data and Empirical Results 

3.5.1 Description of Sample and Summary Statistics 

The data for our study are taken from the National Association of Insurance 

Commissioners (NAIC) annual statement database for U.S. property-liability insurers 

from 1993 to 2009. We exclude firms that report negative asset, premium, surplus and 

expenses.21 We also exclude observations with negative ceded reinsurance premiums or 

reinsurance recoverable-to-surplus ratios higher than 500% because these firms are in an 

extremely abnormal business state and thus beyond the scope of our study. In Schedule F, 

we only consider all positive reinsurance cessions. Our final sample consists of 21,422 

year-firm observations for the analysis based on reinsurance premium ceded, and 21,279 

                                                            
21 Such firms are not viable operating entities but are retained in the database by the NAIC for 
regulatory purposes such as the resolution of insolvencies. We also exclude very small firms with 
assets less than 2.5 million dollars, which account for about 5% of all firms in the database but for 
virtually no premium volume. 
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year-firm observations for the analysis based on reinsurance recoverable.22 

In addition to the NAIC database, we also collect data from Best’s Aggregates & 

Averages for property-liability insurers for the efficiency estimation.  We obtain data 

from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics to calculate input prices and quantities, and from 

the St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank’s FRED database for interest rates and other 

economic variables for computing discount factors. Table 3.3 presents the summary 

statistics of variables used in our analysis. 

3.5.2 Empirical Results 

The results of the multivariate regression analysis are presented in Tables 3.4 and 

3.5. Table 3.4 presents the analysis based on reinsurance premium ceded, and Table 3.5 

presents the analysis based on reinsurance recoverable. In both tables, 5 models of 

regression are run on the same set of independent variables. The dependent variables are, 

in Models 1 to 5 respectively, cost efficiency, revenue efficiency, profit efficiency, ROA, 

and ROE. 

Hypothesis 1 states that insurer performance is positively related to the use of 

affiliated reinsurance. We find partial support for this argument from our empirical 

results. In Table 3.4, the coefficients of %RPC_LOWTAX_AFF are positive and 

significant for the efficiency models as well as the ROA, but insignificant for ROE. The 

coefficients of %RPC_OTEHR_AFF are positive and significant for cost and revenue 

efficiency. The coefficients of %RPC_US_AFF are positive and significant for all 

 

                                                            
22  The sample sizes are different because the number of observations with non-positive 
reinsurance premium and the number of those with non-positive reinsurance recoverable are not 
equal.  
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Table 3.3 Summary Statistics: 1993-2009 

 
This table presents summary statistics for variables used in this study. The covered period 
is from 1993 to 2009. The sample consists of 21,422 year-firm observations for the 
analysis based on reinsurance premium ceded, and 21,279 year-firm observations for the 
analysis based on reinsurance recoverable. 
 
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

RPC/DPWA 0.246 0.628 0.000 0.921 

RR/PHS 0.452 0.733 0.000 2.976 

%RPC_OTHER_AFF 0.278 0.235 0.000 1.000 

%RPC_OTHER_UNAFF 0.192 0.164 0.000 1.000 

%RR_OTHER_AFF 0.241 0.226 0.000 1.000 

%RR_OTHER_UNAFF 0.167 0.181 0.000 1.000 

%RPC_US_AFF 0.340 0.427 0.000 1.000 

%RR_US_AFF 0.401 0.432 0.000 1.000 

%RPC_LOWTAX_AFF 0.037 0.058 0.000 1.000 

%RPC_LOWTAX_UNAFF 0.024 0.034 0.000 1.000 

%RR_LOWTAX_AFF 0.031 0.042 0.000 1.000 

%RR_LOWTAX_UNAFF 0.027 0.038 0.000 1.000 

%RPC_UNAU 0.042 0.019 0.000 1.000 

%RR_UNAU 0.037 0.024 0.000 1.000 

RPC_UNAU_D 0.204 0.091 0.000 1.000 

RR_UNAU_D 0.206 0.088 0.000 1.000 

Firm Size 16.274 22.623 9.272 29.788 

Stock 0.853 0.461 0.000 1.000 

Premium/Surplus 0.688 0.614 0.002 0.997 

Group Affiliation 0.717 0.504 0.000 1.000 

HHI_Geographic 0.473 0.368 0.031 1.000 

HHI_Lineofbusiness 0.477 0.401 0.087 1.000 

CE 0.328 0.381 0.000 1.000 

RE 0.237 0.366 0.000 1.000 

PE 0.884 0.527 -0.316 5.876 

ROA 0.029 0.022 0.000 0.861 

ROE 0.016 0.024 0.000 0.925 
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measures of firm performance. In Table 3.5, we find similar results for the affiliated 

reinsurance variables measured by recoverables. This result indicates that the use of 

affiliated reinsurance, regardless of the domicile of reinsurance counterparties, has 

positive effects on the financial performance of the ceding insurer.23 This is generally 

consistent with the cost of information asymmetry hypothesis suggested by Jean-Baptiste 

and Santomero (2000) and other studies. 

 In Table 3.4, we have 4 variables that are related to Hypothesis 2. We find a 

significant positive effect for %RPC_LOWTAX_AFF, %RPC_OTHER_AFF, and % 

RPC_OTHER_UNAFF on firm efficiencies. Only %RPC_LOWTAX_AFF is significant 

on ROA, and none are significant on ROE. On the other hand, %RPC_LOWTAX_UNAFF 

is negative but insignificant across all models. The results in Table 3.5 are mostly 

consistent with the findings in Table 3.4. In general, we can argue that the use of foreign 

reinsurance, except for those ceded to unaffiliated counterparties in the low-tax, lightly 

regulated jurisdictions, is positively related to ceding insurer performance. This result 

suggests that foreign reinsurance, even though associated with higher transaction cost and 

monitoring cost, is related to better performance of ceding insurer. The benefits of 

foreign reinsurance seem to offset the cost of higher information asymmetry. An 

explanation is that many leading reinsurers are foreign multinational companies24 that are 

subject to supervision by various jurisdictions and are more transparent and understood. 

This relationship may be attributed to a better diversification of global reinsurers, as well  

                                                            
23 In this analysis we first examine the full sample of affiliated and unaffiliated insurers. However, 
unaffiliated insurers involuntarily use 100% of unaffiliated reinsurance. We then exclude the 
unaffiliated insurers from our sample and re-run the regressions as robustness tests. The results 
are consistent with the full sample results and reported in Section 3.5.3. 
24 In 2011, the three largest global reinsurers by reinsurance premiums are Munich Re from 
Germany, Swiss Re from Switzerland, and Hannover from Germany. Together they account for 
around 45% of the world’s reinsurance premium. 
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Table 3.4 OLS Regressions of Reinsurance and Ceding Insurer Performance, 
Reinsurance Premium Ceded 

This table reports the results of the full sample Ordinary Least Square regressions of the 
following model: 
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The dependent variables for Models 1 to 5 are CE (cost efficiency score), RE (revenue 
efficiency score), PE (profit efficienccy score), ROA (return on assets), and ROE (return 
on equity), respectively. The range for CE and RE is [0,1], while there is no specific range 
for PE. RPC=reinsurance premium ceded. RPC/DPWA=RPC divided by direct premium 
written plus reinsurance assumed. %RPC_LOWTAX_AFF=percentage of premium ceded 
to low-tax affiliated reinsurance. %RPC_LOWTAX_UNAFF=percentage of premium 
ceded to low-tax unaffiliated reinsurance. %RPC_OTHER_AFF=percentage of premium 
ceded to other foreign affiliated reinsurance. %RPC_OTHER_UNAFF=percentage of 
premium ceded to other foreign unaffiliated reinsurance. %RPC_US_AFF = percentage of 
premium ceded to domestic affiliated reinsurance. % RPC_UNAU=percentage of 
premium ceded to unauthorized reinsurers in total premium ceded. 
RPC_UNAU_D=dummy variable which equals 1 when the insurer cedes premium to 
unauthorized reinsurer and 0 otherwise. Firm size=natural logarithm of total assets. 
Stock=dummy variable which equals 1 for stock companies and 0 otherwise. 
Premium/Surplus=premium written divided by policyholder surplus. Group 
Affiliation=dummy variable which equals 1 for group members and 0 otherwise. 
HHI_Geographic=Herfindahl index based on percentages of premium written across U.S. 
states.  HHI_Lineofbusiness=Herfindahl index based on percentages of premium written 
across product lines. Standard errors are shown in brackets below the coefficients. * 
indicates significance at the 10% level. ** indicates significance at the 5% level. *** 
indicates significant at the 1% level. 
 

Dependent Variable 
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 
CE RE PE ROA ROE 

Constant 
-2.246*** 
[0.162] 

-2.318*** 
[0.141] 

-2.231*** 
[0.155] 

-2.274*** 
[0.281] 

-2.285*** 
[0.257] 

RPC/DPWA 
0.271* 
[0.140] 

0.252** 
[0.108] 

0.233* 
[0.142] 

0.260* 
[0.140] 

0.211* 
[0.119] 

%RPC_LOWTAX_AFF 
0.183** 
[0.079] 

0.183*** 
[0.052] 

0.165** 
[0.077] 

0.132* 
[0.073] 

0.248 
[0.192] 

%RPC_LOWTAX_UNAFF 
-0.083 
[0.529] 

-0.027 
[0.319] 

-0.136 
[0.478] 

-0.071 
[0.223] 

-0.294 
[0.861] 

%RPC_OTHER_AFF 
0.020** 
[0.009] 

0.029** 
[0.013] 

0.031 
[0.427] 

0.023 
[0.218] 

0.016 
[0.323] 

%RPC_OTHER_UNAFF 
0.017** 
[0.007] 

0.024*** 
[0.008] 

0.029** 
[0.013] 

0.017** 
[0.008] 

0.018** 
[0.008] 

%RPC_US_AFF 
0.032* 
[0.019] 

0.079*** 
[0.027] 

0.065* 
[0.037] 

0.031*** 
[0.12] 

0.092*** 
[0.035] 

%RPC_UNAU -0.103*** -0.127*** -0.101*** -0.089** -0.074** 
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[0.034] [0.029] [0.024] [0.040] [0.037] 

RPC_UNAU_D 
-0.026* 
[0.014] 

-0.024* 
[0.013] 

-0.018* 
[0.011] 

-0.031* 
[0.016] 

-0.031* 
[0.017] 

Firm Size 
0.241*** 
[0.002] 

0.225*** 
[0.001] 

0.289** 
[0.134] 

0.200* 
[0.123] 

0.216* 
[0.126] 

Stock 
0.020*** 
[0.001] 

0.022** 
[0.009] 

0.021** 
[0.011] 

0.012* 
[0.007] 

0.016** 
[0.008] 

Premium/Surplus 
-0.036** 
[0.017] 

-0.031** 
[0.014] 

-0.102** 
[0.049] 

-0.004** 
[0.002] 

-0.013** 
[0.006] 

Group Affiliation 
0.032** 
[0.014] 

0.044** 
[0.019] 

0.010** 
[0.005] 

0.006*** 
[0.001] 

0.001*** 
[0.000] 

HHI_Geographic 
0.022* 
[0.013] 

0.028 
[0.021] 

0.023 
[0.016] 

0.037* 
[0.021] 

0.068* 
[0.037] 

HHI_Lineofbusiness 
0.014* 
[0.008] 

0.018* 
[0.011] 

0.024* 
[0.013] 

0.034* 
[0.021] 

0.028* 
[0.017] 

Year Effects Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled
N 21422 21422 21422 21422 21422 
Adjusted R2 0.334 0.317 0.275 0.218 0.193 

 

as the tax advantage offshore reinsurers have been receiving. 

We also put an emphasis on whether the low-tax, lightly-regulated domicile of 

reinsurers are related to better ceding insurer performance as Hypotheses 3 and 4 suspect. 

In Table 3.4, the coefficients of %RPC_LOWTAX_AFF variable are significant and 

positive for all forms of performance except ROE. In Table 3.5, similarly, the coefficients 

of %RR_LOWTAX_AFF variable are significant and positive for all models except for the 

ROE regression. We can argue that Hypothesis 3 is mostly supported; that is, ceding 

insurer performance is positively related to affiliated reinsurance ceded to the 

counterparties that domicile in the low-tax, less-regulated regions. On the other hand, 

however, we do not find any support for Hypothesis 4 that the firm performance is related 

to unaffiliated reinsurance ceded to these favorably-domiciled reinsurers. This contrast is 

potentially due to the exceptionally high information asymmetry between unaffiliated 

insurer and their reinsurance counterparty. The information asymmetry is likely to offset  
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Table 3.5 OLS Regressions of Reinsurance and Ceding Insurer Performance, 
Reinsurance Recoverable 

This table reports the results of the full sample Ordinary Least Square regressions of the 
following model: 
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The dependent variables for Models 1 to 5 are CE (cost efficiency score), RE (revenue 
efficiency score), PE (profit efficienccy score), ROA (return on assets), and ROE (return 
on equity), respectively. The range for CE and RE is [0,1], while there is no specific range 
for PE. RR=reinsurance recoverables. RR/PHS=RR divided by total policyholder 
surplus. %RR_LOWTAX_AFF = percentage of reinsurance recoverables from low-tax 
affiliated reinsurance. %RR_LOWTAX_UNAFF = percentage of reinsurance 
recoverables from low-tax unaffiliated reinsurance. %RR_OTHER_AFF=percentage of 
reinsurance recoverables from other foreign affiliated reinsurance. % RR_OTHER_ 
UNAFF=percentage of reinsurance recoverables from other foreign unaffiliated 
reinsurance. %RR_US_AFF = percentage of reinsurance recoverables from domestic 
affiliated reinsurance. %RR_UNAU = percentage of recoverable from unauthorized 
reinsurers in total reinsurance recoverable. RR_UNAU_D=dummy variable which equals 
1 when the insurer has reinsurance recoverable from unauthorized reinsurer and 0 
otherwise. Firm size=natural logarithm of total assets. Stock=dummy variable which 
equals 1 for stock companies and 0 otherwise. Premium/Surplus=premium written divided 
by policyholder surplus. Group Affiliation=dummy variable which equals 1 for group 
members and 0 otherwise. HHI_Geographic=Herfindahl index based on percentages of 
premium written across U.S. states.  HHI_Lineofbusiness=Herfindahl index based on 
percentages of premium written across product lines. Standard errors are shown in 
brackets below the coefficients. * indicates significance at the 10% level. ** indicates 
significance at the 5% level. *** indicates significant at the 1% level. 
 

Dependent Variable 
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 
CE RE PE ROA ROE 

Constant -2.298*** 
[0.392] 

-2.383*** 
[0.341] 

-2.292*** 
[0.275] 

-2.266*** 
[0.285] 

-2.213*** 
[0.254] 

RR/PHS 0.276* 
[0.152] 

0.288** 
[0.116] 

0.294** 
[0.140] 

0.268* 
[0.145] 

0.420* 
[0.236] 

%RR_LOWTAX_AFF 0.186** 
[0.076] 

0.180** 
[0.082] 

0.166** 
[0.077] 

0.134* 
[0.075] 

0.263 
[0.281] 

%RR_LOWTAX_UNAFF -0.182 
[0.297] 

-0.202 
[0.369] 

-0.111 
[0.478] 

-0.173 
[0.316] 

-0.253 
[0.334] 

%RR_OTHER_AFF 0.183** 
[0.079] 

0.129* 
[0.072] 

0.096* 
[0.055] 

0.015 
[0.156] 

0.016 
[0.231] 

%RR_OTHER_UNAFF 0.734* 
[0.452] 

0.626* 
[0.368] 

0.328* 
[0.237] 

0.047 
[0.053] 

0.062 
[0.073] 

%RR_US_AFF 0.034** 
[0.016] 

0.077*** 
[0.010] 

0.062* 
[0.037] 

0.034* 
[0.021] 

0.055** 
[0.023] 

%RR_UNAU -0.125*** -0.128*** -0.133*** -0.088** -0.072** 
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[0.034] [0.029] [0.024] [0.040] [0.037] 
RR_UNAU_D -0.026* 

[0.014] 
-0.024* 
[0.013] 

-0.018* 
[0.011] 

-0.031* 
[0.016] 

-0.031* 
[0.017] 

Firm Size 0.244*** 
[0.062] 

0.227*** 
[0.061] 

0.249** 
[0.100] 

0.205* 
[0.123] 

0.206* 
[0.122] 

Stock 0.020*** 
[0.001] 

0.026** 
[0.009] 

0.023** 
[0.010] 

0.016* 
[0.007] 

0.016** 
[0.007] 

Premium/Surplus -0.033** 
[0.013] 

-0.039** 
[0.020] 

-0.072** 
[0.033] 

-0.044** 
[0.018] 

-0.069** 
[0.028] 

Group Affiliation 0.032** 
[0.013] 

0.046** 
[0.019] 

0.013** 
[0.005] 

0.008*** 
[0.001] 

0.003*** 
[0.001] 

HHI_Geographic 0.028** 
[0.013] 

0.028 
[0.025] 

0.023 
[0.020] 

0.034* 
[0.018] 

0.052* 
[0.030] 

HHI_Lineofbusiness 0.011* 
[0.007] 

0.019* 
[0.011] 

0.024 
[0.016] 

0.034* 
[0.020] 

0.028* 
[0.015] 

Year Effects Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled 
N 21279 21279 21279 21279 21279 
Adjusted R2 0.315 0.267 0.219 0.236 0.222 
 

any tax benefit or regulatory advantage of those offshore reinsurers, if they have any, to 

the unaffiliated ceding insurers.   

Finally, we test whether using unauthorized reinsurance impacts insurer’s 

financial performance. In Table 3.4, the coefficients of RPC_UNAU_D 

and %RPC_UNAU are negative and significant across all models, suggesting an adverse 

relation between the utilization of unauthorized reinsurance and insurer’s performance. 

This finding is reinforced by the results in Table 3.5, where the coefficients of 

RR_UNAU_D and %RR_UNAU are also negative and significant. These results are in 

support of our Hypothesis 5 which states that unauthorized reinsurance incurs a higher 

cost of reinsurance and impairs primary insurer’s performance. Our results are also 

consistent with Doherty and Phillips (2002), who find a negative relation between the use 

of unauthorized reinsurance and insurer’s credit rating.   
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4.5.3 Robustness Tests 

It is arguable that because unaffiliated insurers are forced to use unaffiliated 

reinsurance, they are traditionally perceived as less financially strong and more risky than 

affiliated insurers by policyholders, mainly because affiliated insurers can better allocate 

the risk and capital within their groups (Cummins and Sommer, 1996; Sommer 1996). 

Given that reinsurance is an important channel of internal diversification, we also 

conduct robustness tests based on a subsample of insurers that are affiliated to a group in 

order to exclude the effect of unaffiliated insurers’ natural inability to obtain affiliated 

reinsurance. The results are reported in Tables 3.6 and 3.7. 

In general, the results are consistent with those found in our full sample. We 

document a positive relation between affiliated reinsurance and performance, supporting 

the cost of information asymmetry hypothesis that affiliated reinsurance help mitigates 

the degree of information asymmetry and improve efficiency. It is also noteworthy that 

the coefficients of affiliated reinsurance variables are significant across all models in 

Tables 3.6 and 3.7, respectively, as opposed to that in the full sample (Tables 3.4 and 3.5) 

they are significant mostly only when performance is measured by efficiency scores. We 

also find support for other hypotheses by documenting a positive relation between foreign 

reinsurance and performance, a positive relation between foreign affiliated reinsurance 

and performance, and a negative relation between unauthorized reinsurance and 

performance. By and large, the results in the subsample tests indicate a good robustness 

of our findings. 
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Table 3.6 OLS Regressions of Reinsurance and Ceding Insurer Performance, 
Reinsurance Premium Ceded: Subsample of Group Members 

This table reports the results of the subsample Ordinary Least Square regressions of the 
following model: 
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The dependent variables for Models 1 to 5 are CE (cost efficiency score), RE (revenue 
efficiency score), PE (profit efficienccy score), ROA (return on assets), and ROE (return 
on equity), respectively. The range for CE and RE is [0,1], while there is no specific range 
for PE. RPC=reinsurance premium ceded. RPC/DPWA=RPC divided by direct premium 
written plus reinsurance assumed. %RPC_LOWTAX_AFF=percentage of premium ceded 
to low-tax affiliated reinsurance. %RPC_LOWTAX_UNAFF=percentage of premium 
ceded to low-tax unaffiliated reinsurance. %RPC_OTHER_AFF=percentage of premium 
ceded to other foreign affiliated reinsurance. %RPC_OTHER_UNAFF=percentage of 
premium ceded to other foreign unaffiliated reinsurance. %RPC_US_AFF = percentage of 
premium ceded to domestic affiliated reinsurance. % RPC_UNAU=percentage of 
premium ceded to unauthorized reinsurers in total premium ceded. 
RPC_UNAU_D=dummy variable which equals 1 when the insurer cedes premium to 
unauthorized reinsurer and 0 otherwise. Firm size=natural logarithm of total assets. 
Stock=dummy variable which equals 1 for stock companies and 0 otherwise. 
Premium/Surplus=premium written divided by policyholder surplus. Group 
Affiliation=dummy variable which equals 1 for group members and 0 otherwise. 
HHI_Geographic=Herfindahl index based on percentages of premium written across U.S. 
states.  HHI_Lineofbusiness=Herfindahl index based on percentages of premium written 
across product lines. Standard errors are shown in brackets below the coefficients. * 
indicates significance at the 10% level. ** indicates significance at the 5% level. *** 
indicates significant at the 1% level. 
 

Dependent Variable 
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

CE RE PE ROA ROE 

Constant 
-1.121*** 

[0.161] 
-1.195*** 

[0.247] 
-1.006*** 

[0.125] 
-1.737*** 

[0.348] 
-1.746*** 

[0.359] 

RPC/DPWA 
0.185* 
[0.101] 

0.193** 
[0.078] 

0.178* 
[0.103] 

0.199** 
[0.101] 

0.161* 
[0.086] 

%RPC_LOWTAX_AFF 
0.186** 
[0.076] 

0.180** 
[0.082] 

0.166** 
[0.077] 

0.134* 
[0.075] 

0.263 
[0.281] 

%RPC_LOWTAX_UNAFF 
-0.182 
[0.297] 

-0.202 
[0.369] 

-0.111 
[0.478] 

-0.173 
[0.316] 

-0.253 
[0.334] 

%RPC_OTHER_AFF 
0.183** 
[0.079] 

0.129* 
[0.072] 

0.096* 
[0.055] 

0.015** 
[0.006] 

0.016* 
[0.009] 

%RPC_OTHER_UNAFF 
0.734* 
[0.452] 

0.626* 
[0.368] 

0.328* 
[0.237] 

0.047 
[0.053] 

0.062 
[0.073] 

%RPC_US_AFF 
0.034** 
[0.016] 

0.077*** 
[0.010] 

0.062* 
[0.037] 

0.034* 
[0.021] 

0.055** 
[0.023] 

%RPC_UNAU -0.079* -0.097* -0.077* -0.068** -0.057** 
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[0.045] [0.051] [0.048] [0.029] [0.027] 

RPC_UNAU_D 
-0.020* 
[0.010] 

-0.018* 
[0.009] 

-0.014* 
[0.008] 

-0.024* 
[0.012] 

-0.024* 
[0.012] 

Firm Size 
0.184*** 
[0.001] 

0.172*** 
[0.001] 

0.221** 
[0.097] 

0.153* 
[0.089] 

0.165* 
[0.091] 

Stock 
0.015*** 
[0.001] 

0.017** 
[0.007] 

0.016** 
[0.008] 

0.009* 
[0.005] 

0.012** 
[0.006] 

Premium/Surplus 
-0.028** 
[0.012] 

-0.024** 
[0.010] 

-0.078** 
[0.035] 

-0.003** 
[0.001] 

-0.010** 
[0.004] 

Group Affiliation 
0.024** 
[0.010] 

0.034** 
[0.014] 

0.008** 
[0.004] 

0.005*** 
[0.001] 

0.001*** 
[0.000] 

HHI_Geographic 
0.017* 
[0.009] 

0.021 
[0.015] 

0.018 
[0.012] 

0.028* 
[0.015] 

0.052* 
[0.027] 

HHI_Lineofbusiness 
0.011* 
[0.006] 

0.014* 
[0.008] 

0.018* 
[0.009] 

0.026* 
[0.015] 

0.021* 
[0.012] 

Year Effects Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled 
N 14567 14567 14567 14567 14567 
Adjusted R2 0.353 0.347 0.329 0.340 0.328 
 

3.6 Conclusion 

This paper investigates the relationship between ceding insurer performance and 

the affiliation, the domicile, and the authorization of its counterparties in U.S. property-

liability insurance market. We measure insurer performance by conventional metrics, 

ROA and ROE, and by various types of efficiency scores estimated using modern frontier 

efficiency analysis. We construct a set of independent variables based on firm level, 

individual reinsurance cession information and two key financial variables, reinsurance 

premium ceded and reinsurance recoverable, from NAIC Schedule F. Using multivariate 

regression analysis, we find empirical evidence that ceding insurer financial performance 

is positively related to: (1) the use of affiliated reinsurance; (2) the use of foreign 

reinsurance; (3) the use of affiliated reinsurance that is ceded to the low-tax, lightly-

regulated domiciled counterparties; and that performance is negatively related  to (4) the 

use of unauthorized reinsurance. We reject the argument that the unaffiliated reinsurance  
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Table 3.7 OLS Regressions of Reinsurance and Ceding Insurer Performance, 
Reinsurance Recoverable, Subsample of Group Members 

This table reports the results of the full sample Ordinary Least Square regressions of the 
following model: 
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The dependent variables for Models 1 to 5 are CE (cost efficiency score), RE (revenue 
efficiency score), PE (profit efficienccy score), ROA (return on assets), and ROE (return 
on equity), respectively. The range for CE and RE is [0,1], while there is no specific range 
for PE. RR=reinsurance recoverables. RR/PHS=RR divided by total policyholder 
surplus. %RR_LOWTAX_AFF = percentage of reinsurance recoverables from low-tax 
affiliated reinsurance. %RR_LOWTAX_UNAFF = percentage of reinsurance 
recoverables from low-tax unaffiliated reinsurance. %RR_OTHER_AFF=percentage of 
reinsurance recoverables from other foreign affiliated reinsurance. % RR_OTHER_ 
UNAFF=percentage of reinsurance recoverables from other foreign unaffiliated 
reinsurance. %RR_US_AFF = percentage of reinsurance recoverables from domestic 
affiliated reinsurance. %RR_UNAU = percentage of recoverable from unauthorized 
reinsurers in total reinsurance recoverable. RR_UNAU_D=dummy variable which equals 
1 when the insurer has reinsurance recoverable from unauthorized reinsurer and 0 
otherwise. Firm size=natural logarithm of total assets. Stock=dummy variable which 
equals 1 for stock companies and 0 otherwise. Premium/Surplus=premium written divided 
by policyholder surplus. Group Affiliation=dummy variable which equals 1 for group 
members and 0 otherwise. HHI_Geographic=Herfindahl index based on percentages of 
premium written across U.S. states.  HHI_Lineofbusiness=Herfindahl index based on 
percentages of premium written across product lines. Standard errors are shown in 
brackets below the coefficients. * indicates significance at the 10% level. ** indicates 
significance at the 5% level. *** indicates significant at the 1% level. 
 

Dependent Variable 
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

CE RE PE ROA ROE 

Constant 
-1.143*** 

[0.164] 
-1.146*** 

[0.242] 
-1.022*** 

[0.123] 
-1.742*** 

[0.368] 
-1.616*** 

[0.357] 

RR/PHS 
0.178* 
[0.101] 

0.196** 
[0.083] 

0.174* 
[0.103] 

0.120** 
[0.51] 

0.124* 
[0.066] 

%RR_LOWTAX_AFF 
0.183** 
[0.079] 

0.183*** 
[0.052] 

0.165** 
[0.077] 

0.132* 
[0.073] 

0.248* 
[0.132] 

%RR_LOWTAX_UNAFF 
-0.083 
[0.529] 

-0.027 
[0.319] 

-0.136 
[0.478] 

-0.071 
[0.223] 

-0.294 
[0.861] 

%RR_OTHER_AFF 
0.020** 
[0.009] 

0.029** 
[0.013] 

0.031* 
[0.017] 

0.023* 
[0.014] 

0.016* 
[0.007] 

%RR_OTHER_UNAFF 
0.017** 
[0.007] 

0.024*** 
[0.008] 

0.029** 
[0.013] 

0.017** 
[0.008] 

0.018** 
[0.008] 

%RR_US_AFF 
0.032* 
[0.019] 

0.079*** 
[0.027] 

0.065* 
[0.037] 

0.031*** 
[0.12] 

0.092*** 
[0.035] 

%RR_UNAU -0.077* -0.098* -0.072* -0.072** -0.058** 
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[0.045] [0.051] [0.048] [0.029] [0.027] 

RR_UNAU_D 
-0.023* 
[0.012] 

-0.016* 
[0.009] 

-0.017* 
[0.008] 

-0.021* 
[0.012] 

-0.021* 
[0.012] 

Firm Size 
-0.079* 
[0.045] 

-0.097* 
[0.051] 

-0.077* 
[0.048] 

-0.068** 
[0.029] 

-0.057** 
[0.027] 

Stock 
-0.020* 
[0.010] 

-0.018* 
[0.009] 

-0.014* 
[0.008] 

-0.024* 
[0.012] 

-0.024* 
[0.012] 

Premium/Surplus 
0.184*** 
[0.001] 

0.172*** 
[0.001] 

0.221** 
[0.097] 

0.153* 
[0.089] 

0.165* 
[0.091] 

Group Affiliation 
0.015*** 
[0.001] 

0.017** 
[0.007] 

0.016** 
[0.008] 

0.009* 
[0.005] 

0.012** 
[0.006] 

HHI_Geographic 
-0.028** 
[0.012] 

-0.024** 
[0.010] 

-0.078** 
[0.035] 

-0.003** 
[0.001] 

-0.010** 
[0.004] 

HHI_Lineofbusiness 
0.024** 
[0.010] 

0.034** 
[0.014] 

0.008** 
[0.004] 

0.005*** 
[0.001] 

0.001*** 
[0.000] 

Year Effects Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled 
N 14257 14257 14257 14257 14257 
Adjusted R2 0.338 0.317 0.319 0.304 0.312 
 

ceded to the favorably-domiciled counterparties is positively related to ceding firm’s 

performance. These results provide significant empirical support for the cost of 

information asymmetry hypothesis, which predicts that higher level of information 

asymmetry may reduce firm performance by inducing a higher cost of reinsurance.  

Our study is important in several ways. First, the study is conducted on a more 

detailed, firm level data instead of the aggregated data. This approach mitigates any 

potential problem of underestimate or overestimate, and facilitates our analysis of 

affiliated versus unaffiliated reinsurance. Second, we relate the use of certain types of 

reinsurance to the ceding insurer performance; that is, certain firms engaging in these 

particular reinsurance transactions may outperform other firms that do not. An analysis of 

the affiliation, domicile, and authorization effects on firm performance might help both 

managers and regulators make better-informed decisions. 
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CHAPTER 4 

REINSURANCE COUNTERPARTY RELATIONSHIPS AND FIRM 
PERFORMANCE IN THE U.S. PROPERTY-LIABILITY INSURANCE 

INDUSTRY 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
This research investigates reinsurance counterparty relationships in U.S. property-

liability insurance. Counterparty relationships are measured in terms of reinsurance 

premiums ceded and reinsurance recoverable on paid and unpaid losses. Multiple 

regression analysis is used to analyze insurer characteristics that determine reinsurance 

utilization, exposure, and counterparty concentration. We also analyze the relationship 

between firm performance and reinsurance utilization. Performance is measured using 

ROA and ROE as well as frontier efficiency scores (cost, revenue, and profit) estimated 

using data envelopment analysis (DEA). Firm performance is positively related to 

reinsurance utilization, especially with foreign reinsurers, but performance is adversely 

related to concentration in reinsurance counterparties.     
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Reinsurance Counterparty Relationships and Firm Performance 
In the U.S. Property-Liability Insurance Industry 

4.1 Introduction 

The financial crisis of the late 2000s focused unprecedented attention on 

interconnectedness within the financial services industry. Recent research has 

investigated the interrelationships between the banking and insurance industries and 

whether these interrelationships pose systemic risk to the broader economy (Acharya, et 

al., 2010; Billio et al., 2010; Cummins and Weiss, 2012). Other studies focus on the 

systemic risk of the insurance industry and try to determine whether insurers are “too 

interconnected to fail” (Acharya et al., 2009). However, there has been no rigorous 

research on an important form of interconnectedness within the insurance industry: 

reinsurance counterparty relationships. Insurers in general are extensively exposed to 

potential reinsurance counterparty risk. For example, in 2010, reinsurance recoverable on 

paid and unpaid losses for U.S. property-liability insurers totaled $346.3 billion25, an 

amount equal to 34% of liabilities and 60% of equity capital (A.M. Best, 2011b).   

This reliance on reinsurance raises two important issues. First, what are the 

determinants of reinsurance counterparty relationships? Second, what is the linkage 

between these relationships and insurer financial performance? The objective of this 

paper is to address these questions by providing a detailed analysis of reinsurance 

relationships in the U.S. property-liability (P-L) insurance industry.  

We define reinsurance counterparty relationships as three different concepts: 

reinsurance utilization, reinsurance exposure, and reinsurance concentration. We 

distinguish between these three concepts here, while specific variables are discussed in 
                                                            
25 Excluding inter-company pooling. 
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more detail in subsequent sections. Reinsurance utilization measures the quantity of 

reinsurance used by insurers. The primary measure of utilization is the ratio of 

reinsurance premiums ceded to the sum of direct premiums written and reinsurance 

assumed.  Reinsurance exposure measures the degree to which an insurer’s financial 

statements are exposed to defaults by reinsurance counterparties.  A principal measure of 

exposure is the ratio of reinsurance recoverables to policyholders’ surplus, where 

recoverables are amounts owed by reinsurers to ceding insurers for paid and unpaid 

losses. Reinsurance concentration measures the degree to which reinsurance purchases 

by a ceding company are concentrated in one or a few counterparties, in terms of 

reinsurance premium ceded as well as reinsurance recoverable. Concentration ratios and 

Herfindahl indices are used to measure concentration. 

In this paper, we first conduct a detailed statistical analysis of the reinsurance 

counterparty relationships of U.S. P-L insurers. We analyze the relationships between 

U.S. ceding insurers and specific reinsurance counterparties using Schedule F of the 

National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) annual statement. Schedule F 

reports reinsurance transactions for all individual reinsurers utilized by the ceding 

company – affiliated and unaffiliated and domestic and foreign. We develop several 

measures of reinsurance counterparty relationships, most of which are original to this 

study. In addition to providing summary statistics, we conduct regression analysis with 

reinsurance counterparty relationship measures as dependent variables and firm 

characteristics as independent variables. The regression analysis is designed to identify 

the determinants of reinsurance relationships by ceding insurers, i.e., the types of firms 

that are likely to have relatively high reinsurance utilization, exposure, and concentration 
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with relatively few reinsurance counterparties.26   

In a second set of regressions, we measure the impact of reinsurance counterparty 

relationships on primary insurer financial performance. Performance is measured using 

conventional performance metrics such as return on equity (ROE) and return on assets 

(ROA) and also using modern frontier efficiency analysis to estimate cost, revenue, and 

profit efficiency. Specifically, we measure efficiency utilizing data envelopment analysis 

(DEA), a non-parametric technique (Cooper, Seiford, and Zhu, 2004). Regressors include 

several measures of reinsurance counterparty relationships and a vector of control 

variables measuring characteristics of ceding insurers. The regressions control for the 

potential endogeneity of reinsurance volume decisions and other firm financial 

characteristics such as capitalization and investment portfolio structure. 

This study contributes to the literature in several ways. First, we develop several 

new measures of reinsurance counterparty relationships that also should be useful in 

future research. Second, this is the first paper to study determinants of reinsurance 

counterparty relationships by ceding companies based on detailed measures of 

counterparty relationships from Schedule F. Third, this is the first study to analyze the 

impact of reinsurance counterparty relationships on insurers’ financial performance in the 

P-L insurance industry. Fourth, ours is the first paper to measure counterparty 

relationships using both reinsurance premium volume and reinsurance recoverable. 

Finally, we contribute to recent discussions of systemic risk and interconnectedness in the 

insurance industry (e.g., Harrington, 2009; Cummins and Weiss, 2012).  

                                                            
26  This is somewhat similar to the demand for reinsurance analysis conducted by Cole and 
McCullough (2006), but they investigate aggregate reinsurance ceded rather than measures of 
concentration with individual reinsurers. 
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the 

reinsurance literature. Section 3 develops hypotheses about determinants of reinsurance 

relationships and the impact of counterparty relationships on insurer financial 

performance. Section 4 outlines our methodology, and section 5 presents the data and 

empirical results. Section 6 concludes the paper. 

 

4.2 Literature Review 

Demand for reinsurance in the P-L insurance market has been well documented in 

the existing literature. Mayers and Smith (1990) examine the corporate demand for 

insurance using reinsurance data, arguing that the purchase of reinsurance by an 

insurance company is comparable to the purchase of insurance by firms in other 

industries. They find that ownership structure, firm size, geographic concentration and 

line-of-business concentration have significant effects on the demand for reinsurance. 

More specifically, they find that Lloyd’s associations purchase more reinsurance than 

insurers with other organizational forms, while widely held stock companies reinsure 

least. They also find that larger firm size, higher geographic concentration, and higher 

line-of-business concentration reduce the demand for reinsurance.  

Cole and McCullough (2006) examine the effects of firm characteristics as well as 

the international reinsurance industry on the demand for reinsurance by U.S. insurers, and 

their findings generally support the prior literature. They also explore the demand for 

foreign reinsurance by U.S. insurers and find that the demand is mainly driven by firm 

size, group affiliation, and organizational form.  Powell and Sommer (2007) analyze 

reinsurance activities between affiliated and unaffiliated insurers. They argue that even 
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though the demand for affiliated and unaffiliated reinsurance has some common 

determinants, the purchase of affiliated reinsurance is associated with some cost-based 

incentives, such as reducing information asymmetries, and structural incentives that often 

prevent insurers from accessing external capital. Shiu (2011) studies the impact of an 

insurer’s capital structure on reinsurance demand as well as the reverse causality from 

reinsurance to capital structure among U.K. non-life insurers. He argues that insurers 

with higher leverage tend to purchase more reinsurance, and insurers with higher 

reinsurance dependence tend to have a higher level of debt. 

Another stream of studies on reinsurance focuses on the costs and benefits of 

reinsurance to the P-L insurance market. Weiss and Chung (2004) relate reinsurance to 

the underwriting cycle in the U.S. property-liability insurance market. They find that non-

proportional reinsurance prices are significantly related to capacity and financial quality 

and that relative policyholders’ surplus, new external capital, and new internal capital are 

positively related to reinsurance prices. Cummins et al. (2008) analyze the costs and the 

benefits of reinsurance for a sample of U.S. P-L insurers. They show that purchasing 

reinsurance significantly increases insurers’ costs but significantly reduces loss ratio 

volatility. They conclude that, when purchasing reinsurance, insurers accept higher 

production costs to reduce their underwriting risk. 

Cummins and Trainer (2009) consider the strengths and weaknesses of 

reinsurance and securitization as two different tools of risk financing. They argue that the 

risk warehouse model of reinsurance operates very efficiently for relatively small, mostly 

uncorrelated risks; but when the magnitude of potential losses and the correlation of risks 

increase, the traditional reinsurance model may become uneconomical. These prior 
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studies suggest that the use of reinsurance is likely to be related to primary insurers’ 

efficiency and financial performance.  

There are also some prior studies that focus on reinsurance counterparty 

relationships and systemic risk. Swiss Re (2003) investigates whether reinsurers pose a 

major risk for their clients, the financial system, or the economy. The study examines two 

major channels through which reinsurers could create systemic risk – lack of reinsurance 

coverage and insolvencies of primary insurers and banks triggered by reinsurer defaults. 

The study concludes that reinsurance insolvencies do not pose a systemic risk because 

primary insurers spread their reinsurance cessions across several reinsurers and the 

probability of reinsurer default is low. However, this study does not further examine the 

risk of reinsurance counterparty concentration, which still remains a threat to insurers if 

they are too concentrated in one or very few reinsurers.  

Cummins and Weiss (2012) investigate the reinsurance counterparty relationships 

of both property-liability and life insurers in the U.S. by providing both aggregate level 

and firm level reinsurance information. They conclude that the concentration of ceded 

reinsurance premiums as well as of reinsurance recoverables are relatively high, which 

indicates that many primary insurers would be seriously at risk if several large reinsurers 

were to fail. Their paper is the first to utilize the Schedule F data on property-liability 

insurers in any degree of detail, but it only presents summary statistics and does not 

provide further analysis of the data.  

Several researches investigate the relationship between reinsurance and firm 

performance. Jean Baptiste and Santomero (2000) develop a theoretical model predicting 

that information asymmetry increase the price of reinsurance and reduce efficiency of 
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risk allocation. Their model also suggests that long-term implicit contracts between 

insurers and reinsurers allow the inclusion of new information into reinsurance pricing, 

resulting in a more efficient risk allocation between the counterparties. Garven and Grace 

(2011) test Jean-Baptiste and Santomero’s theory by providing empirical evidence that 

long-term reinsurance contracting relationships are associated with higher insurer profits. 

Doherty and Phillips (2002) find that use of unauthorized reinsurance is negatively 

related to insurer’s credit rating. Using a sample of publicly traded insurance firms, 

Scordis and Steinorth (2012) find that hedging risk through reinsurance creates values for 

shareholders. Using a sample of Taiwan P/C insurers, Lee and Lee (2012) argued that 

insurers with higher ROA tend to purchase less reinsurance and insurers with higher 

reinsurance dependence tend to have a lower level of firm performance. Cummins, Feng 

and Weiss (2013) study the relationship between financial performance of U.S. P-L 

insurers and the use of foreign reinsurance, affiliated reinsurance, as well as unauthorized 

reinsurance. They find that the use of affiliated reinsurance and of foreign reinsurance is 

positively related to ceding insurer’s efficiency. Further, they find that the use of foreign 

reinsurers domiciled in low-tax, lightly-regulated jurisdictions is also positively related to 

ceding insurer’s efficiency. They also document a negative relation between the use of 

unauthorized reinsurance and insurer’s performance. 

Most of the prior literature, except for Cummins and Weiss (2012) and Cummins, 

Feng, and Weiss (2013), measures reinsurance activity by a single aggregate variable – 

the ratio of premiums ceded to direct premiums written plus reinsurance premiums 

assumed27. However, Schedule F provides much more detailed information, including 

                                                            
27 For example, see Mayers and Smith (1990), Cole and McCullough (2006), Powell and Sommer 
(2007),  and Powell, Sommer, and Eckles (2008). 
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data by specific reinsurance counterparty for premiums ceded and reinsurance payments 

recoverable for paid and unpaid losses. Our paper investigates the Schedule F data in 

more detail to relate measures of reinsurance counterparty relationships to firm-specific 

characteristics and firm performance. 

 

4.3 Reinsurance Counterparty Relationships: Hypotheses 

P-L insurers internally diversify the risks they assume from policyholders, 

spreading risk by diversifying across individual exposure units, insurance product lines, 

and geographical regions. However, internal diversification cannot fully eliminate an 

insurer’s underwriting risk, especially for policies subject to large losses and for large 

concentrations of risk subject to catastrophes and other systematic events.  Therefore, 

insurers also transfer risks to reinsurers, in order to stabilize their earnings and expand 

their underwriting capacity.  Reinsurance is used extensively both for catastrophic and 

non-catastrophic risk and is the primary source of interconnectedness in the insurance 

industry. 

Even though reinsurance is a valuable risk management device for primary 

insurers, the primary insurer remains fully liable to the policyholders for any losses 

covered by their insurance contracts, whether or not the reinsurer is able to pay claims. 

Thus, intra-industry interconnectedness through reinsurance plays an important role in 

determining the solvency and reliability of the insurance sector and is likely to affect 

primary insurers’ performance.   

4.3.1 Hypotheses: Determinants of Reinsurance Counterparty Relationships 

4.3.1.1 Hypotheses in Prior Reinsurance Literature. There are two strands of 
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theoretical literature explaining the demand for reinsurance.  The first strand, represented 

by Mayers and Smith (1990), Hoyt and Khang (2000), and Cole and McCullough (2006), 

among others, explains reinsurance purchasing in terms of the theory of corporate 

demand for insurance. These studies examine several firm-specific factors that are 

expected to be associated with reinsurance utilization. First, the purchase of reinsurance 

can reduce an insurer’s income tax liability by reducing earnings volatility. Second, prior 

researchers argue that larger insurers tend to purchase less reinsurance, as they face lower 

probabilities of bankruptcy. Third, with the presence of reinsurance, insurers will face 

less uncertainty in underwriting losses, so that they have more incentive to correct their 

potential underinvestment problem. Insurers also are motivated to reinsure because they 

receive specialized real services such as exposure management advice from reinsurers. 

Therefore, smaller firms that tend to be more reliant on such services are expected to use 

more reinsurance.   

The second strand of literature on the demand for reinsurance explains 

reinsurance purchasing as motivated by the role insurers play as diversifiers of risk. The 

diversification theory says that based on the law of large numbers, the covariability of 

risk in local insurance markets can be reduced by purchasing reinsurance, particularly 

from the global market (Cummins and Weiss, 2000). Insurers are expected to obtain 

reinsurance from the reinsurer where they can benefit most from risk diversification. This 

argument implies that the traditional risk warehouse model of the insurance and 

reinsurance market should work well in diversifying relatively small and independent 

risks of primary insurers (Cummins and Trainar, 2009).    

4.3.1.2 Hypotheses in This Study.  The first objective of this paper is to explore 
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the determinants of reinsurance counterparty relationships for ceding companies in the 

U.S. property-liability insurance industry. In this section we develop our hypotheses for 

determinants of utilization, exposure, and concentration in reinsurance based on both 

corporate demand theory and diversification theory.  Reinsurance utilization measures 

the quantity of reinsurance used by insurers. The primary measure of utilization is the 

ratio of reinsurance premiums ceded to the sum of direct premiums written and 

reinsurance assumed. Reinsurance exposure measures the degree to which an insurer’s 

financial statements are exposed to defaults by reinsurance counterparties.  Our principal 

measure of exposure is the ratio of reinsurance recoverables to policyholders’ surplus, 

where recoverables are amounts owed by reinsurers to ceding insurers for paid and 

unpaid losses. Reinsurance concentration measures the degree to which reinsurance 

purchases by a ceding company are concentrated in one or a few counterparties. 

Concentration ratios and Herfindahl indices defined below are used to measure 

concentration.   

One important determinant of reinsurance counterparty relationships may be firm 

size. Firm size affects the demand for insurance through taxes, expected bankruptcy costs, 

investment incentives and real-service efficiencies (Mayers and Smith, 1990). 

Specifically, consistent with the bankruptcy cost theory, large insurers with significant 

financial strength depend less on reinsurance in expanding their underwriting capacity 

both because large firms have a higher degree of internal risk diversification than smaller 

firms and because they have higher capitalization relative to the size of the risks insured. 

Larger firms are also likely to face lower costs of external financing (Colquitt, Sommer, 

and Godwin, 1999), therefore, they are in less demand of reinsurance as external 
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financing than smaller insurers. On the other hand, reinsurance can be efficient only if the 

cost of risk bearing to the reinsurer is less than the cost to the primary insurer, a condition 

that can be met if the reinsurer is more diversified (Doherty and Smetters, 2005). As a 

result, it is reasonable to predict that large insurers tend to purchase reinsurance from 

large reinsurers, leading to a higher level of reinsurance concentration because smaller 

reinsurers generally cannot provide adequate capacity and diversification for large ceding 

insurers.  Therefore, large insurance firms are likely to utilize relatively less reinsurance, 

but also are likely to have higher concentration of reinsurance with the top counterparties. 

This discussion suggests the following hypothesis: 

 

Hypothesis 1: The size of an insurer is inversely related to the reinsurance 

utilization and exposure but directly related to the degree of concentration with 

reinsurance counterparties. 

 
Another firm characteristic that could affect reinsurance counterparty 

relationships is organizational form. According to the capital constraint theory, mutual 

companies cannot raise new capital by selling equity, and it is more difficult for mutual 

companies to access external capital (Mayers and Smith, 1990; Cole and McCullough, 

2006). With the purchase of reinsurance, a mutual insurance company may reduce its 

leverage and expand its underwriting capacity without raising new capital. Therefore, 

mutual insurance companies have a greater incentive to purchase more reinsurance from 

a more diverse set of reinsurers as an alternative source of capital than their stock 

counterparts. This may result in higher reinsurance utilization and exposure, and lower 

counterparty concentration for mutual insurers. This suggests the following hypothesis:  
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Hypothesis 2: Stock insurers have lower reinsurance utilization and exposure 

than mutual insurers but have higher reinsurance counterparty concentration. 

 

P/L insurers primarily bear underwriting risk and investment risk. Prior studies 

hypothesize exposure to catastrophic loss increases demand for external reinsurance via 

increased capitalization requirements (Mayers and Smith 1982, 1990; Garven and Lamm-

Tennant 2003).  Agency cost theory also predicts that some property-liability lines tend to 

have higher agency cost, thus a greater demand for reinsurance. We postulate that 

insurers that write riskier lines of business, such as insurance of property catastrophes, or 

long-tail lines, such as other liability or product liability, are likely to be more reliant on 

reinsurance. They may also have lower counterparty concentration because they need to 

deal with a wider range of reinsurers in order to obtain sufficient capacity and service. 

Adams (1996) further proposes the risk bearing hypothesis, which postulates that insurers 

tend to reinsure more to alleviate the risk of a catastrophe loss as their leverage gets 

closer to solvency constraints, indicating a greater risk of insolvency. We also argue that 

increased demand for reinsurance will exist for firms with higher investment portfolio 

risk. Therefore, firms with higher leverage and riskier investment portfolios are likely to 

utilize and be exposed to more reinsurance, and are more sensitive to excessive 

concentration of reinsurance counterparty risk. This suggests the following hypotheses: 

 

Hypothesis 3: Reinsurance utilization and exposure are directly related to 

underwriting portfolio risk, but reinsurance counterparty concentration is 
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inversely related to underwriting risk. 

 

Hypothesis 4: Reinsurance utilization, exposure, and concentration are directly 

related to firm leverage and investment portfolio risk such that insurers with 

higher leverage or higher investment portfolio risk rely more heavily on 

reinsurance and have lower counterparty concentration. 

 

4.3.2 Hypotheses: Reinsurance Counterparty Relationships and Firm Performance 

Most insurers purchase reinsurance from several reinsurers, in part to mitigate the 

counterparty credit risk. However, the reinsurance market has become increasingly more 

concentrated and interconnected due to a wave of mergers and acquisitions beginning in 

the 1990s (Cummins and Weiss, 2000). As a result, reinsurance premium cessions and 

recoverables have become increasingly concentrated in a few reinsurers for many 

primary insurers, thus reducing their ability to hedge counterparty credit risk by 

diversifying across reinsurers.   

Preliminary research indicates that the exposure to reinsurance counterparty risk 

due to reinsurance recoverables varies significantly across the industry, both in absolute 

terms and relative to equity capital (Cummins and Weiss, 2012). The degree of 

concentration of reinsurance premium cessions and recoverables also varies significantly 

across primary insurers as measured in terms of percentage ceded to the top five or ten 

reinsurers or by reinsurance counterparty Herfindahl indices. Reinsurance creates 

significant counterparty credit risk, and Sommer (1996) and Cummins and Sommer 

(1996) suggest that a lower counterparty credit risk will lead to better financial 
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performance of insurers28. If diversification of reinsurance cessions across reinsurers has 

a beneficial effect in reducing such counterparty credit risk, primary insurers with more 

diversified reinsurance portfolios may perform better financially than those with less 

diversified portfolios.  

 On the other hand, Jean-Baptiste and Santomero (2000) predict that information 

and agency problems increase the cost of reinsurance. Concentration of reinsurance could 

have a beneficial effect to the extent that concentration reduces information asymmetries 

and transaction costs between the ceding company and the reinsurer and facilitates the 

development of long-term relationships, suggested by the cost of information asymmetry 

theory.  This discussion suggests the following hypothesis: 

 

Hypothesis 5: Primary insurer financial performance is significantly related to 

the concentration of reinsurance counterparties.  

 
As mentioned above, reinsurance is a valuable risk management tool for ceding 

insurers. However, the performance of ceding insurers may be adversely affected if they 

become excessively reliant on one reinsurer. If insurance markets are informationally 

efficient, insurance buyers may be reluctant to do business with primary insurers that face 

relatively large amounts reinsurance counterparty credit risk, leading such insurers to 

command lower prices in the product market.  High dependence on one reinsurer may 

also adversely affect efficiency and profitability of the primary insurer if the reinsurer 

exercises market power to generate anti-competitive prices for reinsurance products.  

This discussion suggests the following hypothesis. 
                                                            
28 Sommer (1996) and Cummins and Sommer (1996) argue that lower counterparty credit risk 
reduce the equity needed and mitigate the probability of financial distress, thus improving ROE.   
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Hypothesis 6: Primary insurer financial performance will be inversely related to 

high reliance on one reinsurer.  

 
Primary insurers engage in reinsurance transactions with both affiliated and 

unaffiliated counterparties.  Ceding reinsurance to affiliated reinsurers within the same 

insurance group is common, given the fact that over 70% of U.S P-L insurers are group 

members. While unaffiliated reinsurance is likely to create more counterparty risk, 

affiliated reinsurance accounts for a much larger share of the U.S. reinsurance market. In 

2010, U.S. P-L insurers ceded 69.7% ($334 billion) of total direct premiums written to 

affiliates and 13.0% ($62 billion) to non-affiliates (A.M. Best, 2011b)29. In addition, 

affiliate problems historically have been an important triggering factor for insurer 

insolvencies (A.M. Best, 2011a). Therefore, it is important to consider both affiliated and 

non-affiliated reinsurance when analyzing firm performance. 

Information asymmetry is extensive in reinsurance market. For example, ceding 

insurers may have more complete information about counterparty’s insolvency risk and 

diversification when dealing with affiliates rather than unaffiliates. Thus, the possibility 

for moral hazard on the part of the ceding company or the reinsurer is lower in intra-

group transactions. Reinsurers are also concerned about adverse selection when dealing 

with ceding companies. Because insurers have more information on their underwriting 

                                                            
29 The data of affiliated reinsurance reported here are inclusive of inter-company pooling, where 
the leading insurer in a group assume all business from its affiliates, then retrocedes a portion of 
the business to the affiliates. While inter-company pooling is a common practice in large 
insurance group and a contractual representation of interconnectedness, it may be misleading due 
to the fact that premium ceded and recoverable may be subject to double-counted. As a result, 
inter-company pooling cessions are eliminated in subsequent empirical analysis. 
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risk, they may retain the ‘good risks’ and cede the ‘bad risks’ to reinsurers30. As predicted 

by Jean-Baptiste and Santomero (2000), information asymmetry increases the price of 

reinsurance, thus reducing the efficiency of risk allocation between insurer and reinsurer. 

Because affiliated transactions take place within groups of companies under 

common ownership, interests of ceding insurers and reinsurers are better aligned, and the 

informational asymmetries between the affiliated counterparties are likely to be lower 

than in transactions between unaffiliated counterparties. As a result, the price of 

reinsurance might be reduced if the ceding transaction occurs within the same group 

(Powell and Sommer, 2007), that is, unaffiliated reinsurance is likely to be more 

expensive than affiliated reinsurance, with prices reflecting informational asymmetries. 

This discussion suggests the following hypothesis: 

 

Hypothesis 7: Utilization, exposure, and concentration of reinsurance with 

unaffiliated reinsurers will have a stronger adverse effect on ceding company 

performance than affiliated reinsurance transactions. 

 
Ceding insurers engage in reinsurance transactions with both domestic and 

foreign reinsurance counterparties. Cummins and Xie (2008) note that mega-catastrophes  

provide an economic motivation for a global reinsurance market. Through global 

diversification, international reinsurers need less capital to support catastrophe risks than 

local reinsurers. However, because foreign reinsurers operate under different regulatory 

regimes than U.S. ceding insurers, informational asymmetries with respect to solvency 

and service quality are likely to be higher for foreign than for domestic counterparties. 
                                                            
30 See Doherty and Smetters (2005) for a detailed analysis of moral hazard in reinsurance market; 
see Garven and Grace (2011) for a detailed analysis of adverse selection in reinsurance market. 
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Monitoring of foreign counterparties is also likely to be more difficult and costly than for 

domestic counterparties.   

On the other hand, U.S. regulatory requirements for collateralization of foreign 

reinsurance liabilities may partially mitigate the informational asymmetries and 

monitoring problems associated with foreign reinsurance.31 In addition, foreign domiciled 

reinsurers that assume U.S. business are exempt from Federal income tax.32 This tax 

advantage of foreign reinsurers may lead to better performance of primary insurers that 

do business with them (Cummins, Feng and Weiss, 2013). In addition, many prominent 

foreign reinsurers are industry leaders who have developed specialized expertise over 

long periods of experience and thus may be relatively efficient operators. Because we do 

not have a clear prediction, the resulting hypothesis is stated in null form: 

 

Hypothesis 8: Utilization, exposure, and concentration of foreign reinsurance are 

expected to have no significant effect on ceding insurer performance in 

comparison with domestic reinsurance transactions. 

 

4.4 Methodology 

This section discusses the methodology utilized to measure the determinants of 

reinsurance counterparty relationships and the impact of such relationships on insurer 

performance.  We begin by discussing our measures of utilization, exposure, and 

                                                            
31 Collateralization requirements may also be associated with higher reinsurance prices to the 
extent that they tie up reinsurance capital. 
32 Foreign reinsurers are, however, required to pay an excise tax equal to 1% of their gross 
reinsurance premiums. Furthermore, reinsurers that domicile in some countries such as Germany 
and Switzerland are exempt from excise tax. Therefore, this excise tax is less possible to offset 
the tax benefits that foreign reinsurers receive.  
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concentration. We then discuss our regression methodology and the dependent and 

independent variables.  

4.4.1 Measuring Reinsurance Utilization, Exposure, and Concentration 

Following Cummins and Weiss (2012), we employ two financial statement 

variables, reinsurance premiums ceded and reinsurance recoverable, to measure 

reinsurance counterparty relationships. Reinsurance premiums ceded provides direct 

information about the volume of reinsurance transactions between an insurer and its 

reinsurance counterparties. Reinsurance recoverable for paid and unpaid losses is another 

important measure, as it reflects the funds owed by reinsurers to the ceding company. 

Exposure to reinsurance recoverables can be substantial for P-L insurers.  Such 

recoverables represent a significant source of risk because the insurer remains liable for 

policyholder claims even if the reinsurer defaults. In the event of a reinsurer default, the 

liabilities represented by recoverables would reappear on the ceding insurer’s balance 

sheet.  Several variables are constructed based on premiums ceded and reinsurance 

recoverables to measure the degree of reinsurance utilization, exposure, and 

concentration.  The remainder of this section defines the variables, which are summarized 

in Table 4.1. 

Reinsurance utilization is measured by the ratio of reinsurance premiums ceded 

(RPC) to direct premiums written plus reinsurance assumed (DPWA), i.e., RPC/DPWA. 

The degree of exposure to reinsurance counterparty risk can be measured using 

reinsurance recoverables. The ratio of reinsurance recoverable (RR) to total policyholders’ 

surplus (PHS), i.e., RR/PHS, is used to measure the ceding insurer’s reinsurance 

counterparty exposure.  
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Table 4.1 Summary of Variables 

Panel A: Variables for Reinsurance Utilization, Exposure, and Concentration 

Variable Definition 

Expected Impact 
on Insurer 
Performance 

RPC/DPWA Reinsurance premiums ceded divided by direct 
premiums written plus reinsurance premiums assumed  

 

RR/PHS Reinsurance recoverable divided by policyholders’ 
surplus 

 

RPC_Top_X 
(X=1,5,10) 

Sum of reinsurance premiums ceded to top 1, 5, 10 
reinsurer(s) divided by total reinsurance premiums 
ceded, respectively 

- 

RR_Top_X 
(X=1,5,10) 

Sum of reinsurance recoverable from top 1, 5, 10 
reinsurer(s) divided by total reinsurance 
recoverable, respectively 

- 

HHI_RPC Herfindahl index of reinsurance premiums ceded 
across counterparties 

- 

HHI_RR Herfindahl index of reinsurance recoverable across 
counterparties 

- 

HHI_RPC_Unaff Herfindahl index of reinsurance premiums ceded 
across unaffiliated counterparties 

- 

HHI_RR_Unaff Herfindahl index of reinsurance recoverable across 
unaffiliated counterparties 

- 

HHI_RPC_Foreign Herfindahl index of reinsurance premiums ceded 
across foreign counterparties 

- 

HHI_RR_Foreign Herfindahl index of reinsurance recoverable across 
foreign counterparties 

- 

%RPC_Unaff Reinsurances ceded to unaffiliated reinsurers as 
percentage of total reinsurance ceded 

- 

%RR_Unaff Reinsurance recoverable from unaffiliated reinsurers 
as percentage of total reinsuance recoverable 

- 

%RPC_Foreign Reinsurance premiums ceded to foreign reinsurers as 
percentage of total reinsurance ceded 

- 

%RR_Foreign Reinsurance recoverable from foreign reinsurers as 
percentage of total reinsuance recoverable 

- 

%RPC_Foreign_U
naff 

Reinsurance premiums ceded to foreign unaffiliated 
reinsurers as percentage of total reinsurance ceded 

- 

%RR_Foreign_Un
aff 

Reinsurance recoverable from foreign unaffiliated 
reinsurers as percentage of total reinsuance 
recoverable 

- 
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 Table 4.1 (Cont’d)  Summary of Variables  

Panel B: Variables for Firm Characteristics 

Variable Definition

Expected 
Impact on 
Reinsurance  

Firm Size Natural logarithm of the insurer’s assets -/-/+ 
Stock Dummy variable equal to 1 if the insurer is a stock 

company and 0 otherwise 
-/-/+ 

Catastrophe Exposure Premiums written from homeowners line in gulf 
area and coastal states and earthquake line 
divided by total premiums written 

-/-/+ 

%OtherLiab Percent of total premiums written in other liability -/-/+ 
%ProductLiab Percent of total premiums written in product 

liability 
-/-/+ 

%Stock Percent of total assets in preferred and common 
stocks 

-/-/+ 

%MBS Percent of total assets in mortgage-backed 
securities  

-/-/+ 

Premium/Surplus Net premiums written divided by policyholders’ 
surplus 

-/-/+ 

Group Affiliation Dummy variable equal to 1 if the insurer is a 
member of a group and 0 otherwise 

+/+/+ 
 

HHI_Geographic Herfindahl index of premiums written by states  
HHI_Lineofbusiness Herfindahl index of premiums written by business 

lines 
 

 Personal Long Tail Percentage of premiums in personal long-tail lines 
as of total net premium written 

 

 Commercial Long 
Tail 

Percentage of premiums in commercial long-tail 
lines as of total net premium written 

 

 Commercial Short 
Tail 

Percentage of premiums in commercial short-tail 
lines as of total net premium written 

 

 
 

Panel C: Variables for Firm Performance 
Variable Definition  
CE cost efficiency score  
RE revenue efficiency score  
PE profit efficiency score  
ROA return on assets, net income divided by total 

assets 
 

ROE return on equity, net income divided by equity  
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In addition to reinsurance utilization and exposure, we also measure a primary 

insurer’s concentration across reinsurance counterparties. Concentration reflects whether 

an insurer is diversifying its reinsurance counterparty risk and provides information on 

the level of the interconnectedness within the insurance industry. For example, a primary 

insurance company may use more and have greater exposure to reinsurance, but it may 

have purchased reinsurance from a diverse set of reinsurers. Since the probability of one 

or more reinsurer defaults is relatively low (Swiss Re, 2003), insurers with less 

concentrated reinsurance portfolios tend to have less counterparty default risk due to their 

more extensive diversification.   

We define several measures of reinsurance concentration. The percentage of 

reinsurance premiums ceded to the leading counterparty (RPC_Top_1) is one important 

measure. The leading reinsurance counterparty is defined as the reinsurer that receives 

the largest amount of the primary insurer’s ceded premiums. If an insurer cedes an 

exceptionally high percent of its total ceded business to a single reinsurer, then that 

insurer and reinsurer are considered to be highly interconnected. We also use the 

percentage of reinsurance premiums ceded to the top 5 and top 10 leading counterparties 

to measure reinsurance concentration (RPC_Top_5; RPC_Top_10). Another widely used 

measure of concentration, the Herfindahl index (HHI_RPC), is also employed here. The 

index is calculated as 2

1

N

i
i

H s


  , where is = reinsurance counterparty i’s proportion of 

total premiums ceded, and N is the number of reinsurance counterparties.  

Similarly, we create another set of variables to measure reinsurance concentration 

using reinsurance recoverable. For each insurer, we define the leading counterparty ratios 

of recoverables as the percentages of total recoverables from the top 1, top 5, and top 10 
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reinsurance counterparties ranked by the recoverable volume, respectively (RR_Top_1; 

RR_Top_5; and RR_Top_10). Finally, we calculate the Herfindahl index of reinsurance 

recoverable across the counterparties (HHI_RR).  

In order to facilitate the analysis of the effects of foreign reinsurance and 

unaffiliated reinsurance (Hypotheses 7 and 8), we also measure reinsurance concentration 

by category for domestic versus foreign and affiliated versus unaffiliated reinsurance. 

More specifically, we define the utilization of unaffiliated reinsurance as the premiums 

ceded to unaffiliated reinsurers as a percentage of total reinsurance premiums ceded 

(%RPC_Unaff).  We measure the utilization of foreign reinsurance as the premiums 

ceded to foreign reinsurers as a percentage of total premiums ceded (%RPC_Foreign). 

Similar variables are defined to measure the exposure to unaffiliated reinsurance 

recoverables and foreign reinsurance recoverables (%RR_Unaff and %RR_Foreign, 

respectively). We also utilize Herfindahl indices of unaffiliated reinsurance ceded and 

recoverables (HHI_RPC_Unaff; HHI_RR_Unaff) to measure the concentration in 

unaffiliated reinsurance. Herfindahl indices of foreign reinsurance premiums ceded and 

recoverables (HHI_RPC_Foreign; HHI_RR_Foreign) are used to measure concentration 

in foreign reinsurance. Finally, we use the percentage of foreign unaffiliated reinsurance 

premiums ceded to total reinsurance premiums ceded (%RPC_Foreign_Unaff) and the 

percentage of foreign unaffiliated recoverable to total reinsurance recoverable 

(%RR_Foreign_Unaff) to determine whether unaffiliated foreign reinsurance has a 

different effect on firm performance than foreign reinsurance in general. 

4.4.2 Measures of Firm Performance 

We estimate firm performance using modern frontier efficiency analysis, return 
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on equity (ROE), and return on assets (ROA). The performance measures are then 

regressed on a set of independent variables representing reinsurance utilization, exposure, 

or concentration as well as control variables to determine the relationship between insurer 

performance and reinsurance relationships. The remainder of this section discusses 

estimation of the efficiency scores.  Because the data envelopment analysis (DEA) 

methodology we employ is extensively discussed elsewhere (e.g., Cooper, Seiford, and 

Zhu, 2004; Ray, 2004; Cummins and Weiss, 2013), this discussion is brief and mainly 

focuses on our specific application.  More details on the methodology are presented in 

Appendix I. 

In this study, frontier efficiency is estimated using DEA, a non-parametric 

technique.  This technique involves measuring the performance of each firm in an 

industry relative to “best practice” efficient frontiers consisting of the dominant firms in 

the industry. Except for profit efficiency, efficiency scores vary between 0 and 1, with 

fully efficient firms having efficiencies equal to 1 and inefficient firms having 

efficiencies between 0 and 1.33  

The DEA approach has attractive statistical properties: First, as shown in Banker 

(1993), DEA is equivalent to a maximum likelihood estimation. Second, Grosskopf 

(1996) shows that DEA estimators are consistent and converge faster than estimators 

from other frontier methods. Third, DEA estimators are also unbiased if we assume that 

there is no underlying model or reference technology.  Fourth, Banker and Natarajan 

(2008) show that DEA is a non-parametric stochastic frontier estimation methodology 

                                                            
33 Our definition of profit efficiency (from Cooper et al., 2000) is optimal profits minus actual 
profits normed by the sum of total revenues and total expenses. Because actual profit can be 
negative, we cannot define profit efficiency as a ratio analogous to other types of efficiency.  
More details are available in Appendix I. 
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that performs better than parametric procedures in the estimation of individual decision 

making unit productivity.  Finally, Banker and Natarajan (2008) also show that the two-

stage approach adopted in this paper (i.e., DEA efficiency estimation followed by 

regressions with efficiency scores as dependent variables and contextual variables as 

regressors) yields consistent estimates of the impact of these contextual variables on 

efficiency, and performs as well as the best econometric methods. 

In order to estimate DEA efficiencies, we need to define inputs, input prices, 

outputs, and output prices for P-L insurers. Following the recent literature on efficiency 

in the property-liability insurance industry (see Cummins and Weiss, 2013), we use four 

inputs: administrative labor, agent labor, materials and business services, and financial 

capital. The price for administrative labor is defined as the average weekly wage (AWW) 

for direct property and casualty insurers (NAICS 524126) in the state where the insurer’s 

home office resides. The price for agent labor is defined as the premium weighted 

average of AWW for employees of insurance agencies and brokerages (NAICS 524210) 

across the states where the company writes business. The price for materials and business 

services is the weighted average of the national production price indices for materials and 

service items from the expense exhibit of the NAIC statement. The wages and price 

indices are collected from the U.S. Department of Labor and deflated to the year 2000 

using the Consumer Price Index (CPI).  For administrative labor, agent labor, and 

materials and business services, we define the input quantity as the current dollar 

expenditures on each input divided by its current dollar price.  Multiplying the input 

quantities by the deflated prices gives constant dollar expenditures on the three inputs. 

Financial capital is measured as the average real value of policyholders’ surplus 
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during the year, where real values are obtained by deflating by the CPI. The price of 

financial capital is the cost of equity capital based on the size adjusted capital asset 

pricing model (CAPM).34 

We adopt a modified value-added approach to define outputs and output prices. 

Since the major functions of P-L insurance are risk-pooling and financial intermediation 

(Cummins and Weiss, 2013), we use the present value of real losses incurred as proxies 

for risk-pooling outputs, and use average real invested assets to measure the financial 

intermediation output. More specifically, we classify lines of business reported in 

Schedule P of the NAIC statement into four groups: personal short-tail, personal long-tail, 

commercial short-tail, and commercial long-tail. The prices for the risk pooling outputs 

are then defined as i i i ip [prem PV(L )] / PV(L )  , where pi is the price of output i, premi 

is the total net premiums written in output i, and PV(Li) is the present value of the losses 

incurred for output i. 35 Cash flow patterns are estimated from data in Schedule P using 

the Taylor separation method (Taylor, 2000).  Discounting is conducted using U.S. 

Treasury yield curves obtained from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis FRED 

database. 

                                                            
34 This approach has been used in several prior insurance efficiency papers (Cummins and Weiss, 
2012). For a given year t, the cost of equity capital is calculated as the 30-day Treasury bill rate at 
the end-of-year t-1, plus the long-term (1926 to the end-of-year t-1) average market risk premium 
on large company stocks, plus the long-term (the 1926 through end-of-year t-1) average size 
premium (Ibbotson Associates, 2011). In each year, firms in the industry are classified into four 
size categories based on their equity capital. Following Ibbotson (2011), the categories are large-
cap (size deciles 1 and 2), mid-cap (size deciles 3 through 5), small-cap (deciles 6 through 8), and 
micro-cap (deciles 9 and 10). No size premium is assigned to the largest size group, and the 
appropriate Ibbotson long-term average size premium is assigned to each of the three smaller size 
groups. 
35 It is not uncommon in years with catastrophic shocks that some insurers will generate negative 
output prices, because their real incurred losses are greater than premium income. In such cases 
we smooth prices by winsorizing them at the 5% level instead of removing the negative 
observations from our sample. Negative output prices are not an abnormal circumstance, and the 
ability to pay for catastrophe losses should be reflected in the firm’s efficiency. 
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 For the price of the intermediation output, we need a measure of the expected rate 

of return on the insurer's assets. Because the expected return on bonds and notes 

generally is close to the actual return, we use the ratio of actual investment income 

(minus dividends on stocks) to insurer holdings of debt instruments to represent the rate 

of return on that component of the portfolio. For stocks, we compute the expected return 

for a specified year as the 30-day Treasury bill rate at the end of the preceding year plus 

the long-term (1926 to the end of the preceding year) average market risk premium on 

large company stocks from Ibbotson Associates (2011).36 The expected portfolio rate of 

return for each insurer is a weighted average of the debt and equity returns, weighted by 

the proportion of the portfolio invested in debt securities and stocks. 

Unlike some prior literature that uses insurance groups and unaffiliated insurers as 

decision making units (DMUs) in efficiency estimation, we define DMUs as individual 

companies, because we analyze reinsurance transactions with affiliated and unaffiliated 

counterparties. We estimate cost, revenue, and profit efficiency for all U.S. P-L insurers 

with valid data for the sample period 1993-2009.   

4.4.3   Specifications of Multivariate Regression Models   

Specification tests were conducted to determine whether company and year 

effects were present and whether random or fixed effects estimation would be more 

appropriate. Specifically, the Breusch-Pagan Lagrange Multiplier test indicates that unit 

effects are present in our dataset so that either fixed effects or random effects model 

should be used. Then the Hausman test suggests that the fixed effects model is preferable 

to random effects model. Therefore, we use two-way fixed effects model for panel data in 

                                                            
36Using this approach assumes that insurers have equity portfolios with a beta coefficient of 1.0.  
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our subsequent regression analysis. 

4.4.3.1 Measuring Determinants of Reinsurance Relationships 

Using a set of measures of reinsurance counterparty relationships as the 

dependent variable and firm characteristics as independent variables, we estimate the 

following model with two stage least squares (2SLS) regressions to test Hypotheses 1 to 

4: 

, , , , , , , ,
1 1 1

qn m
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y FirmChar TS CS    
  

      
             (4.1) 

where  ,i ty  = measure of reinsurance counterparty utilization, exposure, and 

concentration; FirmChari,j,t = a set of firm-specific characteristics variables; TSi,k,t =time 

series effects; CSp,k,t = cross sectional effects. 

Our measures of firm-specific characteristics follow most of the prior literature on 

reinsurance (e.g., Mayers and Smith, 1990; Cummins and Weiss, 2000; Weiss and Chung, 

2004; Cole and McCullough, 2006; Powell and Sommer, 2007).  The variables are 

summarized in Table 1 along with their expected signs.  Specifically, we use the natural 

logarithm of a firm’s asset as the proxy for Firm Size. According to Hypothesis 1, 

reinsurance utilization and exposure (concentration) is expected to be negatively 

(positively) related to Firm Size. We also include a dummy variable Stock, which equals 

1 when the insurer is a stock company and 0 otherwise. Hypothesis 2 implies a negative 

(positive) relationship between Stock and reinsurance utilization and exposure 

(concentration).  

We use Catastrophe Exposure as a proxy for underwriting portfolio risk, since 

firms that write more business in catastrophe-prone areas are more likely to suffer from a 
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catastrophe shock and, thus, face higher underwriting risk. We follow the standard 

literature and define this variable as the percentage of an insurer’s premiums in the 

earthquake line nationwide and in the property line in the Gulf area and East coast states. 

Hypothesis 3 predicts a positive relationship between these three variables and 

reinsurance utilization and exposure and a negative relationship with reinsurance 

concentration37.  

We also examine investment portfolio risk as a potential determinant of 

reinsurance utilization.  Two variables are used to proxy for investment risk: %Stock is 

the percentage of preferred and common stocks in a firm’s total assets, and %MBS is the 

percentage of mortgage-backed securities in a firm’s total assets. The ratio of net 

premiums written to surplus (Premium/Surplus) is used to proxy for the leverage of an 

insurer. According to Hypothesis 4, %Stock, %MBS, and Premium/Surplus are all 

expected to be positively (negatively) related to reinsurance utilization and exposure 

(concentration).  

Finally, in order to control for the effect of group membership, we include a 

dummy variable Group Affiliation that equals 1 when the insurer is a member of an 

insurance group and 0 otherwise. We also use two Herfindahl indices, HHI_Geographic 

and HHI_Lineofbusiness, to control for the effect of geographic diversification and line 

of business diversification on reinsurance counterparty relationships.  These Herfindahl 

                                                            
37  Alternatively, we also use two line-of-business ratios, %OtherLiab and %ProductLiab, to 
proxy for underwriting portfolio risk. %OtherLiab is the percentage of premiums written in the 
business line of other liability, including occurrence and claims made; and %ProductLiab is the 
percentage of premiums written in the business line of product liability, including occurrence and 
claims made. The rationale for choosing these ratios as proxies is two-fold. First, they represent 
the “long-tail” commercial lines, i.e., they c such that losses become less predictable. Second, the 
proportion of business ceded to reinsurers is especially large in these two lines, reflecting their 
relatively high underwriting risk. The results for these two variables are consistent with the 
Catastrophe Exposure variable, thus is not reported here but available from the authors.  
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indices are based on net premiums written by states and lines of business, respectively. 

The effects of various lines of business are also controlled. Rather than controlling for 

each product line, we divide the lines into personal short-tail, personal long-tail (Personal 

Long Tail), commercial short-tail (Commercial Short Tail), and commercial long-tail 

(Commercial Long Tail). 38  The variable of personal long-tail is not included in the 

regression to avoid multicollinearity.   

However, at least two of the firm characteristic variables, Premium/Surplus and 

Catastrophe Exposure, could be endogenous given the fact that reinsurance can affect the 

leverage of an insurer and the insurer’s underwriting behavior, making these two 

variables correlated with the error term in equation (1). To control for potential 

endogeneity problem, we estimate equation (1) using 2SLS regressions instead of 

ordinary least squares (OLS). Our instrument variable candidates include line-of-business 

ratios39, current and 1-year-lagged interest rates, market rate of returns, and a time trend 

variable. We then perform a Wald test to check the instrument relevance and a Hansen’s J 

test to check the validity of instruments.40  It is also possible that the investment risk 

variables (%Stock and %MBS) are endogenous, if insurers consider an overall risk target 

when making decisions about reinsurance, leverage, and investment portfolio risk.  

Consequently, we also conduct tests where these two variables were treated as 

endogenous in our 2SLS models. 

                                                            
38 See Cummins and Weiss (2013) for a detail discussion of classification of product lines. 
39  We use the premium ratios of the lines that rely most heavily on reinsurance, such as 
commercial liability, marine, and aircraft. 
40 As reported in Table 4.3 and 4.4 later, the Wald test statistics are significant, rejecting the null 
hypothesis that the instruments are jointly insignificant. The Hansen’s J test statistics are 
insignificant, suggesting that the instruments are exogenous. Both test results confirm the validity 
of our instrument variables. 
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4.4.3.2 Measuring the Reinsurance-Performance Relationship 

We estimate the following regression model to test Hypotheses 5 through 8: 

1

, , , , , , , , , ,
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(4.2) 

where ,i ty = the firm’s performance in period t. Separate regressions are estimated for cost, 

revenue, and profit efficiency as well as for ROE and ROA. To test Hypotheses 5 through 

8, we use a set of independent variables Reinsurancei,t , measuring reinsurance utilization, 

exposure, and concentration. The vector Ctrli,t consists of control variables for firm 

characteristics. The variables TSi,p,t and CSi,q,t are time series effects and cross sectional 

effects, respectively. 

 

4.5 Data and Empirical Results 

4.5.1 Description of Sample and Summary Statistics 

The data for our study are taken from the National Association of Insurance 

Commissioners (NAIC) annual statement database for U.S. P-L insurers from 1993 to 

2009. We exclude firms that report negative assets, premiums, surplus, or expenses.41 We 

also exclude observations with negative ceded reinsurance premiums or reinsurance 

recoverable-to-surplus ratios higher than 500% because these firms are in an extremely 

abnormal business state and thus beyond the scope of our study. In Schedule F, we only 

consider all positive reinsurance cessions. In addition, we eliminate all cessions classified  
                                                            
41 Such firms are not viable operating entities but are retained in the database by the NAIC for 
regulatory purposes such as the resolution of insolvencies. We also exclude very small firms with 
assets less than 2.5 million dollars, which account for about 5% of all firms in the database but for 
virtually no premium volume. 
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Table 4.2 Summary Statistics 

This table presents annual statistics for variables used in this study. The sample period is 
from 1993 to 2009. The sample consists of 21,422 year-firm observations for the analysis 
based on reinsurance premiums ceded, and 21,279 year-firm observations for the analysis 
based on reinsurance recoverable. The statistics presented here are based on the larger 
sample size. 

Variable Mean Median 
Standard 
Deviation Min Max 

RPC/DPWA  0.246 0.195 0.382 0.000 0.921
RR/PHS 0.452 0.397 0.374 0.000 2.976
RPC_Top_1 0.511 0.462 0.573 0.041 1.000 
RPC_Top_5 0.732 0.850 0.310 0.136 1.000 
RPC_Top_10 0.927 1.000 0.228 0.224 1.000 
RR_Top_1 0.479 0.420 0.659 0.015 1.000 
RR_Top_5 0.740 0.819 0.381 0.138 1.000 
RR_Top_10 0.914 1.000 0.325 0.239 1.000 
HHI_RPC 0.418 0.284 0.724 0.011 1.000 
HHI_RR 0.434 0.331 0.786 0.012 1.000 
HHI_RPC_Unaff 0.518 0.452 0.526 0.031 1.000 
HHI_RR_Unaff 0.430 0.476 0.583 0.023 1.000 
HHI_RPC_Aff 0.426 0.523 0.440 0.054 1.000 
HHI_RR_Aff 0.331 0.512 0.567 0.067 1.000 
HHI_RPC_Foreign 0.622 0.523 0.386 0.000 1.000 
HHI_RR_Foreign 0.483 0.548 0.217 0.000 1.000
%Foreign_Unaff_RPC 0.182 0.206 0.331 0.000 1.000
%Foreign_Unaff_RR 0.136 0.231 0.350 0.000 1.000 
Firm Size 20.174 17.623 56.218 9.272 29.788 
Stock 0.853 0.461 0.322 0.000 1.000 
Catastrophe Exposure 0.015 0.028 0.194 0.000 1.000 
%OtherLiab 0.086 0.117 0.245 0.000 1.000 
%ProductLiab 0.062 0.081 0.299 0.000 1.000 
%Stock 0.376 0.322 0.416 0.028 0.872 
%MBS 0.103 0.274 0.667 0.000 0.653 
Premium/Surplus 0.688 0.614 0.512 0.002 0.997 
Group Affiliation 0.717 1.000 0.894 0.000 1.000 
HHI_Geographic 0.473 0.368 0.280 0.031 1.000 
HHI_Line 0.477 0.401 0.326 0.087 1.000 

  Personal Long Tail 0.281 0.246 0.139 0.000 1.000 
  Commercial Long Tail 0.425 0.449 0.307 0.000 1.000 
  Commercial Short Tail 0.314 0.302 0.091 0.000 1.000
CE 0.328 0.381 0.183 0.000 1.000 
RE 0.237 0.366 0.224 0.000 1.000
PE 0.884 0.527 0.588 -0.316 5.876 
ROA 0.029 0.022 0.961 -3.206 12.861 
ROE 0.016 0.024 0.873 -3.550 10.925 
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as inter-company pooling to avoid the potential double-counting problem in reinsurance 

premium ceded and recoverable 42 . Our final sample consists of 21,422 firm-year 

observations for the analysis based on reinsurance premiums ceded, and 21,279 firm-year 

observations for the reinsurance recoverable analysis.43  The firms in the sample account 

for more than 90% of industry assets. 

In addition to the NAIC database, we also collect data from Best’s Aggregates & 

Averages for P-L insurers for the efficiency estimation.  We obtain data from the U.S. 

Bureau of Labor Statistics to calculate input prices and quantities, and from the St. Louis 

Federal Reserve Bank’s FRED database for interest rates and other economic variables 

for computing discount factors. Table 4.2 presents the summary statistics of variables 

used in our analysis.  

4.5.2 Empirical Results 

In this section, we present the main results of multivariate regression analysis to 

test our hypotheses. The analysis of the determinants of reinsurance counterparty 

relationships is discussed in Section 4.5.2.1, and the analysis of the impact of reinsurance 

counterparty relationships on insurer performance is discussed in Section 4.5.2.2. 

4.5.2.1 Determinants of Reinsurance Counterparty Relationships 

Results for the 2SLS regressions for determinants of reinsurance counterparty 

relationships are presented in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, and the results in Table 4.3 are 

discussed first. In Table 4.3, five different measures of reinsurance utilization and  

                                                            
42  See footnote 20. 
43  The sample sizes are different because the number of observations with non-positive 
reinsurance premium and the number of those with non-positive reinsurance recoverable are not 
equal.  
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Table 4.3 2SLS Regressions for Determinants of Reinsurance Counterparty 
Relationships: Reinsurance Premiums Ceded 

 
This table presents the results of Two-Stage-Least-Square regressions for Equation (4.1). 
The dependent variables for Models 1 to 5 are RPC/DPWA, RPC_Top_1, RPC_Top_5, 
RPC_Top_10, and HHI_RPC, respectively. RPC=reinsurance premiums ceded. 
RPC/DPWA=RPC divided by direct premiums written plus reinsurance assumed. 
RPC_Top_X=RPC to top X reinsurer(s) as % of total RPC. HHI_RPC=Herfindahl index 
based on percentages of RPC across counterparties. Firm size=natural logarithm of total 
assets. Stock=dummy variable which equals 1 for stock companies and 0 otherwise. 
Catastrophe Exposure= the premiums written from homeowners line in gulf area and 
coastal states and earthquake line divided by total premiums written. %Stock= % of 
preferred and common stocks as total assets. %MBS= % of mortgage-backed securities 
as total assets. Group Affiliation=dummy variable which equals 1 for group members and 
0 otherwise. Premium/Surplus = net premiums written divided by policyholders’ surplus. 
HHI_Geographic=Herfindahl index based on percentages of premiums written across U.S. 
states.  HHI_Lineofbusiness = Herfindahl index based on percentages of premiums 
written across product lines. Personal Long Tail = percentage of premiums in personal 
long-tail lines as of total net premium written. Commercial Long Tail = percentage of 
premiums in commercial long-tail lines as of total net premium written. Commercial 
Short Tail = percentage of premiums in commercial short-tail lines as of total net 
premium written. Instrument relevance is tested via a Wald test of their joint significance 
in the first-stage regression. Instrument validity is tested in the second-stage regression 
using Hansen’s J test for overidentification. Standard errors are shown in brackets below 
the coefficients. Statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent levels is denoted by 
***, **, and * respectively. 
 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Dependent 
Variable 

Utilization 
(RPC/DPWA) 

Concentration 
(RPC_Top_1) 

Concentration 
(RPC_Top_5) 

Concentration 
(RPC_Top_10) 

Concentra
tion (HHI) 

Constant 2.168*** 
[0.000] 

3.301*** 
[0.000] 

3.413*** 
[0.000] 

3.420*** 
[0.000] 

3.676*** 
[0.000] 

Firm Size -0.010*** 
[0.003] 

-0.037*** 
[0.013] 

-0.037*** 
[0.013] 

-0.037*** 
[0.013] 

-0.025*** 
[0.005] 

Stock -0.120** 
[0.053] 

0.130*** 
[0.049] 

0.135** 
[0.072] 

0.136* 
[0.076] 

0.114** 
[0.058] 

Catastrophe 
Exposure 

0.013** 
[0.006] 

-0.038* 
[0.021] 

-0.032* 
[0.019] 

-0.028** 
[0.016] 

-0.017*** 
[0.002] 

%Stock 0.043*** 
[0.012] 

-0.048** 
[0.019] 

-0.033 
[0.022] 

-0.034 
[0.027] 

-0.024*** 
[0.007] 
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%MBS 0.003*** 
[0.000] 

-0.011* 
[0.006] 

-0.011 
[0.007] 

-0.010 
[0.007] 

-0.049** 
[0.023] 

Group 
Affiliation 

0.048*** 
[0.001] 

0.029*** 
[0.001] 

0.029*** 
[0.003] 

0.029*** 
[0.003] 

0.127** 
[0.026] 

Premium/Surplu
s 

0.006*** 
[0.000] 

0.004* 
[0.002] 

0.004* 
[0.002] 

0.003 
[0.002] 

0.007* 
[0.004] 

HHI_Geographi
c 

0.014 
[0.031] 

0.038 
[0.040] 

0.035 
[0.052] 

0.035 
[0.056] 

0.056 
[0.036] 

HHI_Lineofbusi
ness 

0.292*** 
[0.004] 

-0.183*** 
[0.006] 

-0.182*** 
[0.006] 

-0.182*** 
[0.006] 

-0.275*** 
[0.011] 

Personal Long 
Tail 

0.036** 
[0.015] 

-0.125* 
[0.069] 

-0.130 
[0.083] 

-0.130 
[0.085] 

-0.054** 
[0.026] 

Commercial 
Long Tail 

0.014*** 
[0.005] 

-0.046** 
[0.020] 

-0.048* 
[0.026] 

-0.049 
[0.036] 

-0.053** 
[0.026] 

Commercial 
Short Tail 

0.026* 
[0.015] 

-0.046 
[0.037] 

-0.039 
[0.038] 

-0.039 
[0.033] 

-0.087* 
[0.046] 

Wald Test  368.276*** 368.276*** 368.276*** 368.276*** 368.276*
Hansen’s J Test 8.614 8.348 8.345 8.345 8.571
N 21422 21422 21422 21422 21422 
Adjusted R2 0.196 0.153 0.156 0.154 0.180 
 

concentration are regressed on the same set of independent variables to test Hypotheses 1 

to 4. The dependent variable in model 1 is the ratio of ceded reinsurance premiums to 

direct premiums written plus reinsurance premiums assumed. The dependent variables in 

models 2, 3, and 4 are the percentage of reinsurance premiums ceded to the top 1, top 5, 

and top 10 leading counterparties, respectively. The dependent variable in model 5 is the 

Herfindahl index of reinsurance premiums across all cessions. Model 1 estimates the 

determinants of reinsurance utilization, and models 2 to 5 estimate the determinants of 

reinsurance counterparty concentration.  

In model 1, a significant, negative relationship between firm size and reinsurance 

utilization is found. This result supports Hypothesis 1, which indicates that larger firms 

rely less on reinsurance. The Stock dummy is negative and significant at the 5% level, 

suggesting an inverse relationship between stock ownership form and reinsurance 
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utilization. This result is consistent with Hypothesis 2, and supports the argument that 

mutual insurers have an incentive to purchase more reinsurance because they have 

limited access to external capital. The Catastrophe Exposure variable is significant and 

positive across all model specifications. This result is consistent with Hypothesis 3; that 

is, insurers that write a higher portion of business in riskier lines will purchase more 

reinsurance. Another support for Hypothesis 3 may come from the coefficient of 

Commercial Long Tail, which is significantly positive in model 1. Commercial long tail 

business lines are more complicated in the nature of risk, and have longer payout duration 

so that the losses are more unpredictable. This characteristic of commercial long tail lines 

makes it an appropriate proxy for underwriting risk. The Premium/Surplus, %Stocks, 

and %MBS variables are all significant and positive, which supports Hypothesis 4 that 

firms with higher leverage ratios or higher investment portfolio risk tend to purchase 

more reinsurance44. This result is also consistent with risk bearing hypothesis (e.g., Shiu, 

2011).45   

In models 2 through 5, we find both support for the hypotheses related to 

determinants of reinsurance concentration except for the firm size factor and the leverage 

factor. Contrary to Hypothesis 1, coefficients of firm size are significantly negative 

across all concentration models, suggesting larger insurers tend to purchase reinsurance 

from more counterparties. An economic explanation is that a large firm will usually 

acquire reinsurance from more leading reinsurers in order to receive risk management 

                                                            
44 It is arguable that mortgage-backed security is not necessarily classified as risky assets prior to 
the recent financial crisis. In order to test the validity of this argument, we construct and test on 
an interaction term as %MBS*2007-Dummy, where 2007-Dummy equals to 1 if the observation 
year is 2007 or after. The tests generate similar results. 
45  Recall that Premium/Surplus and Catastrophe Exposure are treated as endogenous in the 
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 regressions.  Additional runs where %Stocks, and %MBS are also treated as 
endogenous give similar results and are not shown. 
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service dedicated to its diversified business. On the other hand, reinsurance is more costly 

to smaller firms due to higher insolvency risk and information asymmetry, smaller firms 

tend to limit their reinsurance transactions within a few counterparties.  Contrary to 

Hypothesis 4, the coefficients of the variable Premium/Surplus are positive and 

significant in all four models regarding reinsurance concentration, i.e., more highly 

leveraged firms  have higher reinsurance concentration.  A possible explanation for this 

finding is that informational asymmetries tend to be higher for firms with relatively high 

leverage, leading such firms to concentrate their reinsurance.  

The effects of other firm characteristics are consistent with our hypotheses. For 

example, the Stock dummy variable is positive and significant in all four models, 

suggesting a direct relationship between stock ownership and reinsurance concentration 

as discussed in Hypothesis 2. Both underwriting portfolio risk and investment portfolio 

risk are negatively related to reinsurance counterparty concentration RPC_Top_1 and 

HHI_RPC, which supports Hypotheses 3 and 4 (i.e., “riskier” firms tend to have lower 

reinsurance concentration). We also find that insurers that are more diversified by line of 

business tend to have lower reinsurance concentration, probably because they need to use 

reinsurers who specialize in particular lines of business. In addition, we do not find any 

relationship between reinsurance concentration and geographical diversification.  

Table 4.4 presents results regarding the determinants of reinsurance counterparty 

exposure and concentration based on reinsurance recoverable. Model 1 in this table 

examines the firm-specific determinants of reinsurance counterparty exposure, which is 

measured by the ratio of reinsurance recoverable to total policyholders’ surplus (RR/PHS). 

Models 2 to 5 examine the determinants of counterparty concentration in terms of  
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Table 4.4 2SLS Regressions for Determinants of Reinsurance Counterparty 
Relationships: Reinsurance Recoverable 

 
This table presents the results of Two-Stage-Least-Square regressions for Equation (4.1). 
The dependent variables for models 1 to 5 are RR/PHS, RR_Top_1, RR_Top_5, 
RR_Top_10, and HHI_RR, respectively. RR=reinsurance recoverable. RR/PHS=RR 
divided by policyholders’ surplus. RR_Top_X=RR from top X reinsurer(s) as % of total 
RR. HHI_RR=Herfindahl index based on percentages of RR across counterparties. Firm 
size=natural logarithm of total assets. Stock=dummy variable which equals 1 for stock 
companies and 0 otherwise. Catastrophe Exposure= the premiums written from 
homeowners line in gulf area and coastal states and earthquake line divided by total 
premiums written. %Stock= % of preferred and common stocks as total 
assets. %MBS= % of mortgage-backed securities as total assets. Group 
Affiliation=dummy variable which equals 1 for group members and 0 otherwise. 
Premium/Surplus=premiums written divided by policyholders’ surplus. 
HHI_Geographic=Herfindahl index based on percentages of premiums written across U.S. 
states. HHI_Lineofbusiness = Herfindahl index based on percentages of premiums 
written across product lines. Personal Long Tail = percentage of premiums in personal 
long-tail lines as of total net premium written. Commercial Long Tail = percentage of 
premiums in commercial long-tail lines as of total net premium written. Commercial 
Short Tail = percentage of premiums in commercial short-tail lines as of total net 
premium written. Instrument relevance is tested via a Wald test of their joint significance 
in the first-stage regression. Instrument validity is tested in the second-stage regression 
using Hansen’s J test for overidentification. Standard errors are shown in brackets below 
the coefficients. Statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent levels is denoted by 
***, **, and * respectively. 
 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Dependent 
Variable 

Exposure 
(RR/PHS) 

Concentration 
(RR_Top_1) 

Concentration 
(RR_Top_5) 

Concentration 
(RR_Top_10) 

Concentration 
(HHI) 

Constant 2.206*** 
[0.004] 

2.135*** 
[0.007] 

2.139*** 
[0.007] 

2.153*** 
[0.007] 

2.784*** 
[0.003] 

Firm Size -0.086*** 
[0.008] 

-0.054*** 
[0.009] 

-0.054*** 
[0.013] 

-0.048*** 
[0.011] 

-0.024*** 
[0.005] 

Stock -0.163*** 
[0.011] 

0.112** 
[0.053] 

0.112* 
[0.063] 

0.113* 
[0.064] 

0.095* 
[0.056] 

Catastrophe 
Exposure 

0.015* 
[0.010] 

-0.008* 
[0.005] 

-0.005* 
[0.003] 

-0.005* 
[0.003] 

-0.017*** 
[0.001] 

%Stock 0.083* 
[0.050] 

-0.077* 
[0.042] 

-0.074 
[0.052] 

-0.085 
[0.058] 

-0.115 
[0.097] 
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%MBS 0.004* 
[0.002] 

-0.006* 
[0.004] 

-0.007* 
[0.004] 

-0.005 
[0.005] 

-0.012 
[0.010] 

Group 
Affiliation 

0.014** 
[0.008] 

0.028*** 
[0.001] 

0.025*** 
[0.000] 

0.023** 
[0.006] 

0.017* 
[0.010] 

Premium/Surpl
us 

0.003** 
[0.002] 

0.009*** 
[0.003] 

0.015* 
[0.008] 

0.015* 
[0.008] 

0.020** 
[0.008] 

HHI_Geograph
ic 

0.014 
[0.032] 

0.023 
[0.028] 

0.021 
[0.037] 

0.017 
[0.034] 

0.042 
[0.042] 

HHI_Lineofbu
siness 

0.214*** 
[0.000] 

-0.143*** 
[0.000] 

-0.275*** 
[0.000] 

-0.278*** 
[0.001] 

-0.231*** 
[0.001] 

Personal Long 
Tail 

0.030** 
[0.013] 

-0.113** 
[0.048] 

-0.116 
[0.083] 

-0.112 
[0.085] 

-0.057** 
[0.023] 

Commercial 
Long Tail 

0.061*** 
[0.024] 

-0.036** 
[0.017] 

-0.036** 
[0.017] 

-0.036** 
[0.017] 

-0.024* 
[0.013] 

Commercial 
Short Tail 

0.028 
[0.015] 

-0.044 
[0.037] 

-0.044 
[0.038] 

-0.043 
[0.033] 

-0.053 
[0.036] 

Wald Test 373.154*** 373.154*** 373.154*** 373.154*** 373.154*** 
Hansen’s J 6.248 6.316 6.315 6.317 6.433
N 21279 21279 21279 21279 21279
Adjusted R2 0.231 0.235 0.233 0.233 0.242 
 

reinsurance recoverable. We find evidence that, consistent with Hypotheses 1 to 4, Firm 

Size and Stock are negatively related to reinsurance exposure – larger firms are less 

reliant on reinsurance and stock firms use less because they can access external capital. 

The underwriting risk variables, investment risk variables, and the leverage ratio are all 

positively related to reinsurance exposure, because riskier firms tend to be more reliant 

on reinsurance. With regard to reinsurance concentration, the Table 4 results are very 

similar to those in Table 3. Again, the results provide contradicting evidence against our 

hypotheses regarding the effects of size and leverage on reinsurance concentration. 

4.5.2.2 Reinsurance Counterparty Relationships and Firm Performance 

Results for the regression relating reinsurance counterparty utilization, exposure,  
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Table 4.5 OLS Regressions for Reinsurance Counterparty-Firm Performance 
Relationships: Reinsurance Premiums Ceded 

 
This table presents the results of Ordinary Least Square regressions for Equation (4.2). 
The dependent variables for models 1 to 5 are CE, RE, PE, ROA, and ROE, respectively. 
CE = cost efficiency score; RE = revenue efficiency score; PE = profit efficiency score. 
ROA = return on asset. ROE = return on equity. RPC = reinsurance premiums ceded. 
RPC/DPWA = RPC divided by direct premiums written plus reinsurance assumed. 
RPC_Top_1 = percentage of RPC to top reinsurer. HHI_RPC = Herfindahl index based on 
percentages of RPC across counterparties. HHI_RPC_Unaff = Herfindahl index based on 
percentages of RPC across unaffiliated counterparties. HHI_RPC_Foreign = Herfindahl 
index based on percentages of RPC across foreign counterparties. %RPC_Unaff = 
percentage of RPC to unaffiliated counterparties. %RPC_Foreign = percentage of RPC to 
foreign counterparties. % RPC_Foreign_Unaff = percentage of RPC to foreign unaffiliated 
counterparties. Firm size = natural logarithm of total assets. Stock = dummy variable 
which equals 1 for stock companies and 0 otherwise. Premium/Surplus = premiums 
written divided by policyholders’ surplus. Group Affiliation = dummy variable which 
equals 1 for group members and 0 otherwise. Personal Long Tail = percentage of 
premiums in personal long-tail lines as of total net premium written. Commercial Long 
Tail = percentage of premiums in commercial long-tail lines as of total net premium 
written. Commercial Short Tail = percentage of premiums in commercial short-tail lines as 
of total net premium written. %Stock = percentage of preferred and common stocks in 
total assets. %MBS = percentage of mortgage-backed securities in total assets. 
HHI_Geographic = Herfindahl index based on percentages of premiums written across 
U.S. states.  HHI_Lineofbusiness = Herfindahl index based on percentages of premiums 
written across product lines. Standard errors are shown in brackets below the coefficients. 
Statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent levels is denoted by ***, **, and * 
respectively.  
 

Dependent Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 
  Variable CE RE PE ROA ROE 
Constant 1.182*** 

[0.002] 
1.147*** 
[0.003] 

1.284** 
[0.010] 

1.472*** 
[0.000] 

1.389*** 
[0.000] 

RPC/DWP
A 

0.117** 
[0.047] 

0.185*** 
[0.021] 

0.038** 
[0.019] 

0.243** 
[0.104] 

0.210*** 
[0.072] 

RPC_Top_1 -0.165*** 
[0.021] 

-0.183*** 
[0.062] 

-0.013* 
[0.007] 

-0.152* 
[0.086] 

-0.171** 
[0.078] 

HHI_RPC -0.013* 
[0.007] 

-0.003* 
[0.002] 

-0.021* 
[0.011] 

-0.026* 
[0.015] 

-0.017* 
[0.009] 

HHI_RPC_
Unaff 

-0.015** 
[0.008] 

-0.018** 
[0.007] 

-0.031*** 
[0.003] 

-0.015** 
[0.007] 

-0.014** 
[0.007] 

HHI_RPC_
Foreign 

0.021** 
[0.010] 

0.033* 
[0.018] 

0.026 
[0.038] 

0.028* 
[0.015] 

0.026* 
[0.015] 

%RPC_Una
ff 

-0.122* 
[0.069] 

-0.134** 
[0.054] 

-0.113 
[0.162] 

-0.138** 
[0.070] 

-0.133** 
[0.065] 
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%RPC_For
eign 

0.017*** 
[0.005] 

0.024*** 
[0.006] 

0.021 
[0.018] 

0.003*** 
[0.000] 

0.005*** 
[0.001] 

%RPC_For
eign_Unaff 

-0.007** 
[0.003] 

-0.005 
[0.019] 

-0.003 
[0.025] 

-0.032 
[0.045] 

-0.033 
[0.074] 

Firm Size 0.182** 
[0.086] 

0.145** 
[0.067] 

0.162* 
[0.086] 

0.200* 
[0.121] 

0.217* 
[0.128] 

Stock 0.021*** 
[0.005] 

0.013** 
[0.006] 

0.025* 
[0.014] 

0.013 
[0.017] 

0.016** 
[0.008] 

Premium/Su
rplus 

-0.060*** 
[0.017] 

-0.064*** 
[0.016] 

-0.060** 
[0.024] 

-0.003** 
[0.002] 

-0.014** 
[0.006] 

Group 
Affiliation 

0.003** 
[0.001] 

0.001** 
[0.001] 

0.001** 
[0.001] 

0.006** 
[0.003] 

0.003** 
[0.002] 

 Personal 
Long Tail 

-0.018** 
[0.009] 

-0.011** 
[0.005] 

-0.012** 
[0.006] 

-0.016** 
[0.007] 

-0.019** 
[0.008] 

Commercial 
Long Tail 

0.021* 
[0.013] 

0.022* 
[0.011] 

0.021* 
[0.013] 

0.017 
[0.022] 

0.025* 
[0.014] 

Commercial 
Short Tail 

0.075 
[0.072] 

0.128 
[0.081] 

0.132* 
[0.078] 

0.078 
[0.064] 

0.128 
[0.091] 

%STOCK -0.034 
[0.113] 

-0.041 
[0.037] 

-0.078 
[0.092] 

-0.016 
[0.018] 

-0.029* 
[0.015] 

%MBS -0.031** 
[0.015] 

-0.054** 
[0.025] 

-0.049*** 
[0.010] 

-0.018** 
[0.007] 

-0.059** 
[0.028] 

HHI_Geogr
aphic 

0.033* 
[0.018] 

0.024 
[0.025] 

0.029 
[0.019] 

0.037* 
[0.022] 

0.068* 
[0.041] 

HHI_Lineof
business 

0.012** 
[0.005] 

0.025* 
[0.014] 

0.021* 
[0.012] 

0.033* 
[0.020] 

0.027* 
[0.016] 

N 21422 21422 21422 21422 21422 
Adjusted R2 0.233 0.228 0.215 0.227 0.208 

 

and concentration to firm performance are presented in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. 46  Similar to 

Section 4.5.2.1, Table 4.5 presents the analysis of reinsurance utilization and counterparty 

concentration based on reinsurance premiums ceded, and Table 4.6 presents the analysis 

of reinsurance exposure and concentration based on reinsurance recoverable. Dependent 

variables are measures of firm performance, including cost revenue, and profit efficiency 

(CE, RE, and PE), ROE and ROA.  

                                                            
46 Table 4.5 presents ordinary least squares (OLS) fixed effects models. Because some efficiency 
scores equal 1.0, we also estimated the efficiency regressions using Tobit to test robustness. The 
results are similar and hence not reported, but available from authors. 
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Tables 4.5 shows that reinsurance utilization, measured by the ratio of reinsurance 

premiums ceded to direct premiums plus reinsurance assumed (RPC/DWPA) is positively 

related to all types of efficiency, ROE, and ROA.  This indicates that the benefits of 

reinsurance in terms of diversification and risk management tend to offset the costs of 

reinsurance transactions – reinsurance tends to be an efficient risk management device for 

insurers. 

Although the utilization of reinsurance tends to enhance insurer performance, 

reinsurance concentration tends to degrade performance. The percentage of reinsurance 

premiums ceded to the leading counterparty (RPC_Top_1) is negatively related to 

primary insurers’ financial performance, whether measured by efficiency, ROE, or ROA. 

This supports Hypothesis 6.  We also find that the premiums ceded Herfindahl index 

(HHI_RPC) is inversely related to firm performance. This supports Hypothesis 5 and 

suggests that the diversification of reinsurance cessions is more beneficial to an insurer 

than the effects of concentration of reinsurance in reducing information asymmetries. 

One possible explanation is that the probability of default of more than one reinsurer at 

the same time is still considered relatively low, so primary insurers can benefit from 

diversifying among reinsurers. It is overall diversification (HHI_RPC) and concentration 

with the top counterparty (RPC_Top_1) that matter, however. There is no significant 

relationship between RPC_Top_5 or RPC_Top_10 and any of the performance measures.  

Accordingly, regressions included these variables are not shown. 

In Table 4.5, the coefficients of %RPC_Unaff and HHI_RPC_Unaff, which 

measure the utilization and concentration of unaffiliated reinsurance, respectively, are 

negative and significant. This supports Hypothesis 7, i.e., the utilization and 
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concentration of unaffiliated reinsurance are inversely related to a primary insurer’s 

performance, and suggests that unaffiliated reinsurance is more expensive due 

information asymmetries.   

The coefficients of %RPC_Foreign and HHI_RPC_Foreign are both positive and 

significant on all performance measures except profit efficiency. The results 

with %RPC_Foreign support the argument that the tax benefits, specialized expertise, 

and ability to diversify geographically provided by foreign reinsurers more than offset 

any costs from informational asymmetries when dealing with non-U.S. reinsurers. 

Offshore reinsurers that assume reinsurance from U.S. ceding insurers are exempt from 

U.S. federal income tax, and many of them are located in tax havens such as Bermuda, 

where local taxes are low and regulation is less cumbersome. This special tax treatment 

provides some advantages to offshore reinsurers over domestic reinsurers. The foreign 

RPC Herfindahl index (HHI_RPC_Foreign) suggests that, unlike reinsurance in general, 

concentration of reinsurance among foreign firms has a beneficial effect on firm 

performance, possibly because information asymmetries and transactions costs are 

relatively important in long-distance relationships. Finally, we find that the utilization of 

foreign unaffiliated reinsurance (%RPC_Foreign_Unaff) is inversely related to cost 

efficiency of the primary insurer, but it is not related to any other form of firm 

performance.  This provides further evidence that unaffiliated reinsurance is more costly 

than affiliated reinsurance and somewhat offsets the otherwise beneficial effects of 

foreign reinsurance on cost efficiency. 

The control variables also show some interesting relationships. The leverage ratio 

(Premium/Surplus) is inversely related to all types of performance, as expected if highly 
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levered firms have higher costs of capital and command lower prices in insurance 

markets. Stocks perform better than other organizational forms on all performance 

metrics except for ROE, consistent with agency theoretic arguments about the superior 

managerial control mechanisms the stock ownership form. Insurers affiliated with groups 

perform better than unaffiliated single firms, as expected if group members have sources 

of diversification unavailable to freestanding firms.  The use of mortgage backed 

securities (%MBS) is inversely related to firm performance, perhaps because P-L insurers 

do not have a comparative advantage in managing this type of risky investment. Line of 

business diversification (HHI_Lineofbusiness) tends to be inversely related to firm 

performance.  This is consistent with the argument that strategic focus is superior to 

conglomeration as a strategy for financial firms (for further discussion and evidence on 

this point, see Cummins et al., 2010). Consistent with earlier research, size conveys a 

performance advantage for P-L insurers (e.g., Weiss and Chung, 2004). 

The results in Table 4.6 are mostly consistent with those in Table 4.5. 

Reinsurance exposure (RR/PHS) is positively related to all performance measures, 

providing further evidence that reinsurance is a cost-effective risk management tool for 

insurers. Table 4.6 provides further evidence that reinsurance concentration degrades 

performance. Both the percentage of reinsurance recoverable from leading counterparty 

(RR_Top_1) and the reinsurance recoverable Herfindahl index (HHI_RR) are inversely 

related to firm performance.  Thus, diversification of a firm’s ceded reinsurance portfolio 

tends to enhance performance, supporting Hypotheses 5 and 6.   

The exposure to unaffiliated reinsurance (%RR_Unaff) is significant and negative 

for all forms of performance except profit efficiency, and the concentration of  
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Table 4.6 OLS Regressions for Reinsurance Counterparty-Firm Performance 
Relationship: Reinsurance Recoverable 

 
This table presents the results of Ordinary Least Square regressions for Equation (4.2). 
The dependent variables for models 1 to 5 are CE, RE, PE, ROA, and ROE, respectively. 
CE = cost efficiency score; RE = revenue efficiency score; PE = profit efficiency score. 
ROA = return on asset. ROE = return on equity. RR = reinsurance recoverable. RR/PHS = 
RR divided by policyholders’ surplus. RR_Top_1 = percentage of RR from top reinsurer. 
HHI_RR_Unaff = Herfindahl index based on percentages of RR across unaffiliated 
counterparties. HHI_RR_Foreign = Herfindahl index based on percentages of RR across 
foreign counterparties. %RPC_Unaff = percentage of RR from unaffiliated 
counterparties. %RR_Foreign = percentage of RR from foreign counterparties. % 
RR_Foreign_Unaff = percentage of RR from foreign unaffiliated counterparties. Firm size 
= natural logarithm of total assets. Stock = dummy variable which equals 1 for stock 
companies and 0 otherwise. Premium/Surplus = premiums written divided by 
policyholders’ surplus. Group Affiliation = dummy variable which equals 1 for group 
members and 0 otherwise. Personal Long Tail = percentage of premiums in personal long-
tail lines as of total net premium written. Commercial Long Tail = percentage of 
premiums in commercial long-tail lines as of total net premium written. Commercial Short 
Tail = percentage of premiums in commercial short-tail lines as of total net premium 
written. %Stock = percentage of preferred and common stocks in total assets. %MBS = 
percentage of mortgage-backed securities in total assets. HHI_Geographic = Herfindahl 
index based on percentages of premiums written across U.S. states.  HHI_Lineofbusiness 
= Herfindahl index based on percentages of premiums written across product lines. 
Standard errors are shown in brackets below the coefficients. Statistical significance at the 
1, 5, and 10 percent levels is denoted by ***, **, and * respectively. 
 

Dependent Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 
  Variable CE RE PE ROA ROE 
Constant 1.185*** 

[0.000] 
1.214*** 
[0.000] 

1.169** 
[0.000] 

1.227*** 
[0.000] 

1.275*** 
[0.000] 

RR/PHS 0.202** 
[0.105] 

0.275*** 
[0.006] 

0.225*** 
[0.069] 

0.185** 
[0.081] 

0.120*** 
[0.042] 

RR_Top_1 -0.162** 
[0.076] 

-0.155* 
[0.083] 

-0.082* 
[0.047] 

-0.063** 
[0.028] 

-0.075** 
[0.031] 

HHI_RR -0.006** 
[0.003] 

-0.005* 
[0.003] 

-0.006* 
[0.004] 

-0.014* 
[0.007] 

-0.017** 
[0.008] 

HHI_RR_Unaff -0.018** 
[0.008] 

-0.023** 
[0.011] 

-0.012** 
[0.006] 

-0.006* 
[0.004] 

-0.011* 
[0.006] 

HHI_RR_Foreign 0.027* 
[0.016] 

0.023* 
[0.012] 

0.021 
[0.040] 

0.024 
[0.024] 

0.021* 
[0.011] 

%RR_Unaff -0.021* 
[0.013] 

-0.012* 
[0.007] 

-0.023 
[0.150] 

-0.036** 
[0.016] 

-0.125** 
[0.059] 

%RR_Foreign 0.025*** 
[0.003] 

0.028*** 
[0.003] 

0.022 
[0.107] 

0.005*** 
[0.001] 

0.001*** 
[0.000] 
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unaffiliated reinsurance recoverable (HHI_RR_Unaff) is significant and negative in all 

models. This confirms the expected negative relationship between unaffiliated 

reinsurance and insurer performance (Hypothesis 7). The exposure to and concentration 

of foreign reinsurance recoverable (%RR_Foreign and HHI_RR_Foreign) are positive 

and significant for cost efficiency and revenue efficiency, as well as for ROA and ROE.  

This provides further evidence of the benefits of dealing with foreign reinsurers, either 

for tax reasons or for their expertise, as well as the benefits of concentrating business 

with foreign counterparties either to transactions costs or information asymmetries.  The 

%RR_Foreign_Unaff -0.012** 
[0.006] 

-0.001 
[0.162] 

-0.028 
[0.244] 

-0.012 
[0.034] 

-0.010 
[0.134] 

Constant 0.185*** 
[0.000] 

0.214*** 
[0.000] 

0.169** 
[0.000] 

0.227*** 
[0.000] 

0.275*** 
[0.000] 

RR/PHS 0.202** 
[0.105] 

0.275*** 
[0.006] 

0.225*** 
[0.069] 

0.185** 
[0.081] 

0.120*** 
[0.042] 

Stock 0.018*** 
[0.002] 

0.018*** 
[0.005] 

0.021*** 
[0.007] 

0.015 
[0.024] 

0.018** 
[0.008] 

Premium/Surplus -0.061** 
[0.029] 

-0.064** 
[0.028] 

-0.103* 
[0.057] 

-0.003** 
[0.002] 

-0.014** 
[0.006] 

Group Affiliation 0.002** 
[0.001] 

0.001** 
[0.001] 

0.000** 
[0.000] 

0.006* 
[0.004] 

0.003** 
[0.001] 

Personal Long Tail -0.018** 
[0.009] 

-0.011** 
[0.005] 

-0.012** 
[0.006] 

-0.016** 
[0.007] 

-0.019** 
[0.008] 

Commercial Long Tail 0.021* 
[0.013] 

0.022* 
[0.011] 

0.021* 
[0.013] 

0.017 
[0.022] 

0.025* 
[0.014] 

Commercial Short Tail 0.075 
[0.072] 

0.128 
[0.081] 

0.132* 
[0.078] 

0.078 
[0.064] 

0.128 
[0.091] 

%STOCK -0.073 
[0.391] 

-0.069 
[0.383] 

-0.074 
[0.369] 

-0.024 
[0.031] 

-0.040* 
[0.023] 

%MBS -0.031** 
[0.015] 

-0.054** 
[0.025] 

-0.049*** 
[0.010] 

-0.015** 
[0.008] 

-0.054** 
[0.026] 

HHI_Geographic 0.038* 
[0.023] 

0.025 
[0.019] 

0.011 
[0.022] 

0.037* 
[0.022] 

0.057* 
[0.029] 

HHI_Lineofbusiness 0.016* 
[0.008] 

0.027* 
[0.015] 

0.025* 
[0.014] 

0.033* 
[0.017] 

0.027* 
[0.015] 

N 21279 21279 21279 21279 21279 
Adjusted R2 0.213 0.207 0.176 0.174 0.168 
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results with the control variables in Table 4.6 are similar to those in Table 4.5 and hence 

are not discussed separately. 

 

4.6 Additional Tests 

Several additional tests are conducted to further validate our findings. First, we 

perform robustness tests using group level data instead of individual firm level data. The 

reason for doing so is that the existence of an inter-company pooling arrangement may 

distort our measures of reinsurance premium and recoverable. Even though we already 

eliminate the cessions identified by the insurers as inter-company pooling in our analysis, 

testing using group level data may provide another approach to net of the effects of such 

pooling arrangements. The results are consistent with our major findings, thus not discuss 

separately here but reported as Appendix II to V.47    

Second, it is suspicious that in Equation (2), reinsurance variables are not 

exogenous to firm performance. In order to test the exogeneity of reinsurance variables, 

we conduct the Durbin-Wu-Hausman (DWH) Test. The test procedure is as follow: first, 

run the reduced form regression against the potentially endogenous variable; second, 

extract the residuals of the regression; third, run the main equation including these 

residuals as explanatory variables; and then test if the residual is significantly different 

from 0 using an F-Test. If the F-statistic is significant, the variable is then endogenous so 

that the OLS estimation will be biased and inconsistent. We do the tests on each 

reinsurance variable and find no evidence of endogeneity. Therefore, our estimates of 

OLS regressions are valid. The results of the DWH tests are summarized in Appendix VI. 
                                                            
47 With group level data, we are not able to fully test Hypotheses 7 and 8, which postulate the 
effects of affiliated reinsurance and foreign affiliated reinsurance.   
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4.7 Conclusions 

Reinsurance is a traditional and efficient risk management tool, which facilitates 

the diversification of risk. On the other hand, reinsurance is not only costly due to the 

cost of information asymmetry, but creates a major interconnectedness within the 

insurance industry through utilization, exposure, and concentration. Even though 

reinsurer failures have not been a significant factor in the history of U.S. insurer 

insolvencies, the reinsurance market has become increasingly concentrated over time 

through mergers and acquisitions and organic growth (Cummins and Weiss, 2000). As a 

result of reinsurance market consolidation, primary insurers may have become more 

concentrated in terms of reinsurance counterparties. The main objectives of our study are 

(1) to identify the firm characteristics that lead to a higher level of utilization, exposure, 

and concentration in reinsurance counterparties, and (2) to analyze the relationship 

between these reinsurance counterparty relationships and primary insurer performance. 

The empirical results from our first set of regressions equation generally provide 

evidence that large insurers tend to rely on less reinsurance than smaller firms due to their 

stronger financial ability and superior diversification. On the other hand, large insurers 

have a lower degree of concentration in reinsurance counterparties, since they may need 

specialized service for their diversified business. We also find empirical support for 

existing organizational form theory; that is, mutual companies have more limited access 

to external capital, so they utilize more reinsurance than stock insurers. Mutual insurers 

also have a lower degree of reinsurance counterparty concentration in terms of both 

premiums ceded and recoverables. We find that primary insurers with higher 

underwriting risk, i.e., greater catastrophe exposure, or higher premium proportions from 
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commercial long-tail lines, tend to rely on more reinsurance and are less concentrated in 

reinsurance counterparties. In addition, we find that insurers with higher investment 

portfolio risk also tend to have lower reinsurance counterparty concentration. Firms with 

higher leverage (Premium/Surplus) ratios tend to have less diversified reinsurance 

portfolios, reflecting higher risk and higher information asymmetries for more levered 

firms. 

In our analysis of the relationship between reinsurance counterparty relationships 

and firm performance, we provide empirical evidence reinsurance utilization is positively 

related to all types of efficiency, ROE, and ROE, whether utilization is measured by 

premiums ceded or recoverables. This provides strong evidence that reinsurance is an 

efficiency risk management device for P-L insurers. However, we also find a 

performance penalty for reinsurance concentration.  Primary insurer performance is 

inversely related to the concentration of business in the top counterparty and to the 

reinsurance concentration Herfindahl index.   

We then break down the reinsurance counterparties into unaffiliated versus 

affiliated reinsurers as well as foreign versus domestic reinsurers. We find that firms with 

higher concentration in unaffiliated reinsurance are less efficient than those firms with 

higher concentration in affiliated transactions. Last, we find evidence that the 

concentration in foreign reinsurers is positively related to primary insurer performance, 

with the cost efficiency effect somewhat degraded by foreign unaffiliated reinsurance.  

The overall benefits of foreign reinsurance may arise from the favorable tax position of 

some foreign reinsurers and from the specialized expertise and risk management 

efficiencies offered by prominent foreign firms. 
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These results are important because reinsurance counterparty relationships and 

their effects on performance have not been well understood. This paper is the first to 

indicate that firms with certain characteristics (such as size, organizational form, 

underwriting and investment risk, and leverage) are more reliant on and/or more 

concentrated in reinsurance counterparties, and that this reliance and concentration are 

related to insurer performance. Therefore, certain insurers may be more susceptible to 

problems if crises develop in the reinsurance market.     
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

This dissertation investigates the relationships between reinsurance activities and 

primary insurers’ financial performance and provides a comprehensive analysis of the 

affiliation, domicile, authorization, and interconnectedness effects of reinsurance in U.S. 

property-liability insurance market.  

The first essay investigates the relationship between ceding insurer performance 

and the affiliation, domicile, and authorization of its counterparties in U.S. property-

liability insurance market. We measure insurer performance by conventional metrics, 

such as ROA and ROE, and by various types of efficiencies estimated using modern 

frontier efficiency analysis. We construct a set of independent variables based on firm 

level, individual reinsurance cession information, specifically, reinsurance premium 

ceded and reinsurance recoverables. Using multivariate regression analysis, we find 

empirical evidence that ceding insurer financial performance is positively related to the 

use of affiliated reinsurance; positively related to the use of foreign reinsurance; and 

positively related to the use of affiliated reinsurance that is ceded to the low-tax, lightly-

regulated domiciled counterparties. We also find that insurer performance is negatively 

related to the use of unauthorized reinsurance.  

The second essay investigates reinsurance counterparty relationships in U.S. 

property-liability insurance. Counterparty relationships are measured in terms of 

reinsurance premiums ceded and reinsurance recoverable on paid and unpaid losses. 

Multiple regression analysis is used to analyze insurer characteristics that determine 

reinsurance utilization, exposure, and counterparty concentration. We find that large 
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firms tend to purchase more reinsurance but be less concentrated in reinsurance 

counterparties. Stock companies generally purchase less reinsurance than mutual 

companies, and are more concentrated. We also find that firms with higher leverage, 

underwriting risk, and higher investment risk tend to purchase more reinsurance with 

lower counterparty concentration. We also analyze the relationship between firm 

performance and reinsurance counterparty relationships. Performance is measured using 

ROA and ROE as well as frontier efficiency scores (cost, revenue, and profit) estimated 

using data envelopment analysis (DEA). Firm performance is positively related to 

reinsurance utilization, especially with foreign reinsurers, but performance is adversely 

related to concentration in reinsurance counterparties. Consistent conclusions can be 

drawn from robustness checks. 

In summary, this dissertation provides an innovative yet comprehensive empirical 

analysis of reinsurance relationships in U.S. property-liability market and contributes to 

the reinsurance literature to a large extent. The findings present a better picture of the 

insurer-reinsurer relationships. In addition, important implications for insurers/reinsurers, 

policyholders, regulators, and policy-makers regarding a broad range of reinsurance 

issues can be drawn from the dissertation.   
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APPENDIX A   The DEA Methodology 

Distance Functions and Efficiency 

To analyze production frontiers, we employ both input and output-oriented 

distance functions (Fare et al., 1985). Suppose a firm uses input vector 

1 2( , ,..., )T m
mx x x x    to produce output vector 1 2( , ,..., )T n

ny y y y   , where T 

denotes the vector transpose. A production technology which transforms inputs into 

outputs can be modeled by an input correspondence ( ) my V y   , such that for any

ny  , V(y) denotes the subset of all input vectors mx   which yield at least y. The 

input-oriented distance function for a given decision making unit (DMU) minimizes input 

consumption conditional on outputs: 

       ( , ) sup{ : ( )}I

x
D y x V y


 

  
                                                        (1) 

where è is a scalar, i.e., a radial distance estimate is provided. In the output-oriented case, 

technology is modeled by an output correspondence ( ) nx P x   , such that P(x) 

denotes the subset of all output vectors obtainable from input vector mx  . The output 

distance function for a DMU maximizes output conditional on inputs: 

      ( , ) inf{ : ( )}O

y
D y x P x


                                                         

(2) 

The input distance function is the reciprocal of the minimum equi-proportional 

contraction of the input vector x, given outputs y, i.e., input-oriented technical efficiency

I ITE (y,x)=1/D (y, x) , and a similar interpretation applies for output-oriented efficiency. 
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The choice of input versus output orientation is based on the microeconomic 

theory of the firm. In microeconomic theory, the objective of the firm is to maximize 

profits by minimizing costs and maximizing revenues. Cost minimization involves 

choosing the optimal amounts and mix of inputs to produce a given output vector, and 

revenue maximization involves choosing the optimal amounts and combination of 

outputs conditional on the input vector. Hence, the input orientation is adopted t estimate 

technical efficiency in the cost minimization problem, and the output orientation is 

adopted for the revenue maximization problem. 

We estimate distance functions with respect to frontiers characterized by constant 

returns to scale (CRS), variable returns to scale (VRS), and non-increasing returns to 

scale (NIRS) (Banker and Thrall, 1992). Estimating technical efficiency under all three 

assumptions permits the decomposition of technical efficiency into PTE and SE, and also 

reveals whether a non-CRS firm is operating with IRS or DRS. PTE is measured relative 

to the VRS frontier. If PTE < 1, the firm could improve its efficiency by moving to the 

VRS frontier. The decomposition of technical efficiency into pure technical and scale 

efficiency is based on the relationship TE = PTE*SE, where PTE is measured relative to 

a VRS frontier and TE is measured relative to the CRS frontier. SE then equals TE/PTE. 

If SE = 1, the firm operates with CRS. Otherwise, operates with either IRS or DRS.  If 

SE < 1 and VRS technical efficiency = NIRS technical efficiency, the firm operates with 

DRS; and if SE < 1 and VRS technical efficiency ≠ NIRS technical efficiency, the firm 

operates with IRS. 

Although we estimate both CRS and VRS efficiency scores, we argue that the 

CRS efficiencies provide the best evidence regarding our hypotheses. This is because 
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firms must operate with CRS in order to be fully efficient, i.e., with CRS, firms are not 

consuming unnecessary resources because they are too large or too small. Thus, CRS 

efficiency provides the ultimate measure of firm performance, i.e., firms are not fully 

efficient unless they operate with CRS. This objective also comes from microeconomic 

theory, where the objective of the firm is to achieve minimum efficient scale, i.e., the 

production volume at which long–run average costs are minimized. 

The minimum cost function or cost frontier also is defined using distance 

functions (e.g., Cooper et al., 2004). Let 1 2( , ,..., )T m
j j j mjx x x x    denote the input 

vector for firm j, 1 2( , ,..., )T n
j j j njy y y y    denote the output vector for firm j, and

1 2( , ,..., )T m
j j j mjw w w w    denote the input price vector for firm j. Then the cost 

frontier is: 

      ( , ) { : ( )}
j

T
j j j j j j

x
C y w Min w x x V y                                                        (3) 

where C(yj,wj) = the cost frontier for firm j with output-input vector (yj,xj). The optimal 

input vector xj
* minimizes the costs of producing yj given the input prices wj. Cost 

efficiency for firm j is calculated as * /T T
j j j j jw x w x  , where xj represents actual input 

usage and 0 < j  ≤ 1. 

The maximum revenue function or revenue frontier is defined analogously to the 

cost function, also using the distance function approach. Let 1 2( , ,..., )T n
j j j njp p p p    

denote the output price vector corresponding to the output vector yj. Then the revenue 

frontier is defined as: 

      ( , ) { : ( )}
j

T
j j j j j j

y
R x p Max p y y P x                                                (4) 
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where R(xj,pj) = the revenue frontier for firm j. The optimal output vector yj
* maximizes 

revenue conditional on inputs xj and output prices pj. Revenue efficiency is calculated as 

the ratio */T T
j j j j jp y p y  , where yj is the actual output vector. Therefore, 0 < j  ≤ 1. 

Our profit efficiency model is specified in Cooper et al. (2000, equation 8.1) 

based on a model originally proposed in Fare et al. (1985). The model s/olves: 

      
,

( , ) { }
j j

T T
j j j j j j

x y
p w Max p y w x                                                      (5) 

Thus, the profit efficiency measure allows the firm to optimize over both inputs and 

outputs, whereas cost efficiency minimizes over inputs and revenue efficiency maximizes 

over outputs. Unlike technical efficiency, cost, revenue, and profit efficiency are not 

radial measures, where the existing input and output vectors are multiplied by a scalar, 

but rather optimize over all n-outputs and/or m-inputs, allowing different combinations of 

inputs and outputs at the optimum. 

Estimating Efficiency 

DEA efficiency is estimated by solving linear programming problems. For 

example, the technical efficiency with respect to the pooled frontier is estimated by 

solving the following problem, for each firm, j = 1, 2, ..., Q, in each year of the sample 

period: 

      1[ ( , )] ( , ) minj j j j jD y x TE y x                                                    (6) 

subject to:     

0

j j

j j j

j

Y y

X x



 









 

where Q = total number of insurers, Y is an n x Q output matrix for all firms in the 

sample, and X an m x Q input matrix for all firms in the sample, yj is an n x 1 output 
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vector and xj a m x 1 input vector for firm j, and j  is an Q x 1 intensity vector. 

Constraining the j  only to be non-negative imposes constant returns to scale. Imposing 

the additional constraint, 
1

1
Q

ij
i




  allows for VRS, and changing the constraint to 

1

1
Q

ij
i




  estimates the frontier under NIRS, where ij  is the ith element of the vector j . 

The following problem is solved as the first step to obtain cost efficiency of firm 

j: 

   T
j j

x
Min w x                                                                                    (7) 

subject to: 

0

j j

j j

j

Y y

X x













 

where wj is an m x 1 vector of input prices, and xj is an m x 1 vector of input quantities. 

As in the case of technical efficiency, constraining ëj only to be non-negative imposes 

CRS. Imposing the additional constraint 
1

1
Q

ij
i




  imposes VRS and imposing the 

constraint 
1

1
Q

ij
i




  imposes NIRS. The solution of (7) is the cost-minimizing input 

vector for firm j ( xj
*). Cost efficiency is then calculated as explained above. 

Revenue efficiency is obtained by solving the following problem: 

      T
j j

y
Max p y                                                                          (8) 

subject to: 

0

j j

j j

j

Y y

X x
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The solution is the revenue maximizing output vector yj
*. 

For profit efficiency, the following maximization problem is solved: 

      
,j j

T T
j j j j

x y
Max p y w x                                                         (9) 

subject to: 

0

j j

j j

j

Y y

X x













 

The rth row of yj and sth row of xj in the objective are defined by: 

      1

1

, 1,...,

, 1,...,

Q

rj rij ij
i

Q

sj sij ij
i

y y r n

x x s m









 

 




                                                       (10) 

where on the right hand side of (10), yrij = the ijth element of the rth row of Y, and xsij = 

ijth element of the sth row of X. As in Cooper et al. (2000), we then estimate profit 

inefficiency as: 

      * *( ) ( )T T T T
j j j j j j j j jp y w x p y w x                                                       (11) 

where *
jy  and *

jx  are, respectively, the n element optimal output vector and m element 

optimal input vector obtained by solving the problem in expression (9). Thus, (11) 

provides a measure of the “profits lost (in the form of an ‘opportunity cost’) by not 

operating in a fully efficient manner” (Cooper et al., 2000, p. 222). In order to express 

profit inefficiency as a ratio to be more consistent with our other efficiency measures, we 

normalize j  by dividing by the sum of actual costs and revenues, ( )T T
j j j jp y w x  (see 

Cooper et al., 2004). We do not use optimal or actual profits as the denominator because 

optimal profits can be 0 and actual profits can ≤ 0. Therefore, unlike the efficiency ratios, 

profit inefficiency does not have to be between 0 and 1. 
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APPENDIX B   2SLS Regressions for Determinants of Reinsurance Counterparty 
Relationships: Reinsurance Premiums Ceded, Group Level Data 

 
This table presents the results of Two-Stage-Least-Square regressions for Equation (4.1), 
using a subsample of group level data.  The dependent variables for model 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 
are RPC/DPWA, RPC_Top_1, RPC_Top_5, RPC_Top_10, and HHI_RPC, respectively. 
See Table 4.3 for a detailed description of variables. 
 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5
Dependent 
Variable 

Utilization 
(RPC/DPWA 

Concentration 
(RPC_Top_1) 

Concentration 
(RPC_Top_5) 

Concentration 
(RPC_Top_10 

Concentration 
(HHI_RPC) 

Constant 1.408*** 
[0.000] 

1.823*** 
[0.000] 

1.824*** 
[0.000] 

1.823*** 
[0.000] 

1.897*** 
[0.000] 

Firm Size -0.031** 
[0.013] 

-0.058** 
[0.027] 

-0.057** 
[0.025] 

-0.057** 
[0.025] 

-0.045*** 
[0.014] 

Stock -0.127** 
[0.053] 

0.130** 
[0.066] 

0.135* 
[0.072] 

0.136* 
[0.076] 

0.106* 
[0.058] 

Catastrophe 
Exposure 

0.020** 
[0.009] 

-0.035* 
[0.021] 

-0.035* 
[0.019] 

-0.033** 
[0.016] 

-0.017** 
[0.008] 

%Stock 0.021* 
[0.012] 

-0.043* 
[0.023] 

-0.038 
[0.027] 

-0.039 
[0.028] 

-0.337* 
[0.205] 

%MBS 0.001* 
[0.000] 

-0.008* 
[0.005] 

-0.012* 
[0.006] 

-0.010 
[0.006] 

-0.019* 
[0.011] 

Premium/Surp
lus 

0.006** 
[0.003] 

0.003* 
[0.002] 

0.003* 
[0.002] 

0.003* 
[0.002] 

0.007* 
[0.004] 

HHI_Geograp
hic 

0.011 
[0.112] 

0.014 
[0.118] 

0.012 
[0.144] 

0.013 
[0.116] 

0.021 
[0.181] 

HHI_Lineofb
usiness 

0.228*** 
[0.000] 

-0.108*** 
[0.000] 

-0.224*** 
[0.000] 

-0.223*** 
[0.001] 

-0.237*** 
[0.001] 

Personal Long 
Tail 

0.032** 
[0.015] 

-0.180* 
[0.097] 

-0.188 
[0.133] 

-0.188 
[0.184] 

-0.055*** 
[0.021] 

Commercial 
Long Tail 

0.011** 
[0.005] 

-0.044* 
[0.026] 

-0.044* 
[0.026] 

-0.045* 
[0.026] 

-0.080* 
[0.046] 

Commercial 
Short Tail 

0.023* 
[0.012] 

-0.046 
[0.037] 

-0.041 
[0.038] 

-0.041 
[0.033] 

-0.088* 
[0.049] 

Wald Test 268.961*** 268.961*** 268.961*** 268.961*** 268.961*** 

Hansen’s J 8.274 8.257 8.320 8.320 8.557 

N 15428 15428 15428 15428 15428 

Adjusted R2 0.160 0.165 0.159 0.155 0.117 
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APPENDIX C   2SLS Regressions for Determinants of Reinsurance Counterparty 
Relationships: Reinsurance Recoverable, Group Level Data 

This table presents the results of Two-Stage-Least-Square regressions for Equation (4.1), 
using a subsample of group level data.  The dependent variables for model 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 
are RR/PHS, RR_Top_1, RR_Top_5, RR_Top_10, and HHI_RR, respectively. See Table 
4.4 for a detailed description of variables. 
 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5
Dependent 
Variable

Exposure 
(RR/PHS) 

Concentration 
(RR Top 1)

Concentration 
(RR Top 5)

Concentration 
(RR Top 10) 

Concentration 
(HHI RR)

Constant 2.851*** 
[0.000] 

3.728*** 
[0.000] 

3.899*** 
[0.000] 

3.825*** 
[0.000] 

4.681*** 
[0.000] 

Firm Size -0.028*** 
[0.003] 

-0.017*** 
[0.003] 

-0.018*** 
[0.002] 

-0.017*** 
[0.004] 

-0.024*** 
[0.002] 

Stock -0.168** 
[0.081] 

0.200** 
[0.094] 

0.125* 
[0.072] 

0.159* 
[0.095] 

0.121** 
[0.052] 

Catastrophe 
Exposure 

0.017* 
[0.009] 

-0.036* 
[0.021] 

-0.035* 
[0.019] 

-0.036** 
[0.016] 

-0.017*** 
[0.004] 

%Stock 0.021* 
[0.012] 

-0.043* 
[0.023] 

-0.038 
[0.027] 

-0.039 
[0.028] 

-0.337* 
[0.205] 

%MBS 0.001* 
[0.000] 

-0.008* 
[0.005] 

-0.012* 
[0.006] 

-0.010 
[0.006] 

-0.019* 
[0.011] 

Premium/Surpl
us 

0.006** 
[0.003] 

0.003* 
[0.002] 

0.003* 
[0.002] 

0.003* 
[0.002] 

0.007* 
[0.004] 

HHI_Geograph
ic 

0.011 
[0.112] 

0.014 
[0.118] 

0.012 
[0.144] 

0.013 
[0.116] 

0.021 
[0.181] 

HHI_Lineofbu
siness 

0.228*** 
[0.000] 

-0.108*** 
[0.000] 

-0.224*** 
[0.000] 

-0.223*** 
[0.001] 

-0.237*** 
[0.001] 

Personal Long 
Tail 

0.032** 
[0.015] 

-0.180* 
[0.097] 

-0.188 
[0.133] 

-0.188 
[0.184] 

-0.055*** 
[0.021] 

Commercial 
Long Tail 

0.011** 
[0.005] 

-0.044* 
[0.026] 

-0.044* 
[0.026] 

-0.045* 
[0.026] 

-0.080* 
[0.046] 

Commercial 
Short Tail 

0.023* 
[0.012] 

-0.046 
[0.037] 

-0.041 
[0.038] 

-0.041 
[0.033] 

-0.088* 
[0.049] 

Wald Test 
Statistic

268.961*** 268.961*** 268.961*** 268.961*** 268.961*** 

Hansen’s J 
Test Statistic

8.274 8.257 8.320 8.320 8.557 

N 14972 14972 14972 14972 14972 

Adjusted R2 0.104 0.105 0.109 0.103 0.101 
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APPENDIX D   OLS Regressions for Reinsurance Counterparty-Firm Performance 
Relationships: Reinsurance Premiums Ceded, Group Level Data 

This table presents the results of Ordinary Least Square regressions for Equation (4.2), 
using a subsample of group level data.  The dependent variables for model 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 
are CE, RE, PE, ROA, and ROE, respectively. See Table 4.5 for a detailed description of 
variables. 

Dependent Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 
  Variable CE RE PE ROA ROE 
Constant 2.126*** 

[0.002] 
2.153*** 
[0.001] 

1.138*** 
[0.004] 

2.193*** 
[0.001] 

2.252*** 
[0.001] 

RPC/DWPA 0.301*** 
[0.102] 

0.197*** 
[0.002] 

0.187* 
[0.096] 

0.217** 
[0.101] 

0.224*** 
[0.000] 

RPC_Top_1 -0.188** 
[0.091] 

-0.191* 
[0.112] 

-0.002* 
[0.001] 

-0.153* 
[0.086] 

-0.151* 
[0.078] 

HHI_RPC -0.003* 
[0.002] 

-0.003** 
[0.001] 

-0.006* 
[0.004] 

-0.003* 
[0.002] 

-0.001* 
[0.001] 

HHI_RPC_Foreign 0.022* 
[0.014] 

0.021* 
[0.013] 

0.017 
[0.022] 

0.025* 
[0.014] 

0.023* 
[0.014] 

HHI_PRC_Domesti
c 

-0.325* 
[0.186] 

-0.398** 
[0.122] 

-0.272 
[0.214] 

-0.112* 
[0.063] 

-0.154* 
[0.082] 

%RPC_Foreign 0.042** 
[0.025] 

0.048** 
[0.023] 

0.013 
[0.018] 

0.033*** 
[0.008] 

0.041*** 
[0.003] 

Firm Size 0.227*** 
[0.001] 

0.223*** 
[0.002] 

0.220** 
[0.111] 

0.224*** 
[0.002] 

0.222*** 
[0.002] 

Stock 0.028*** 
[0.005] 

0.017** 
[0.008] 

0.022* 
[0.013] 

0.018 
[0.015] 

0.013** 
[0.005] 

Premium/Surplus -0.034** 
[0.016] 

-0.021** 
[0.009] 

-0.102* 
[0.054] 

-0.036** 
[0.017] 

-0.031** 
[0.014] 

Group Affiliation 0.002** 
[0.001]

0.001** 
[0.000]

0.000** 
[0.000]

0.002** 
[0.001] 

0.001** 
[0.000]

Personal Long Tail -0.018** 
[0.009]

-0.011** 
[0.005]

-0.012** 
[0.006]

-0.016** 
[0.007] 

-0.019** 
[0.008]

Commercial Long 
Tail 

0.021* 
[0.013] 

0.022* 
[0.011] 

0.021* 
[0.013] 

0.017 
[0.022] 

0.025* 
[0.014] 

Commercial Short 
Tail 

0.073 
[0.072] 

0.129 
[0.081] 

0.131* 
[0.078] 

0.028 
[0.064] 

0.037 
[0.091] 

%STOCK -0.075 
[0.062] 

-0.065 
[0.073] 

-0.074 
[0.053] 

-0.075 
[0.054] 

-0.065 
[0.051] 

%MBS -0.036** 
[0.016] 

-0.060** 
[0.027] 

-0.023* 
[0.012] 

-0.036** 
[0.016] 

-0.061** 
[0.028] 

HHI_Geographic 0.028 
[0.020] 

0.021 
[0.016] 

0.032* 
[0.017] 

0.028 
[0.021] 

0.023 
[0.016] 

HHI_Lineofbusiness 0.023* 
[0.012] 

0.022* 
[0.012] 

0.014* 
[0.008] 

0.026* 
[0.017] 

0.024* 
[0.013] 

N 15428 15428 15428 15428 15428 
Adjusted R2 0.112 0.128 0.126 0.102 0.104 
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APPENDIX E   OLS Regressions for Reinsurance Counterparty-Firm Performance 
Relationship: Reinsurance Recoverable, Group Level Data 

This table presents the results of Ordinary Least Square regressions for Equation (4.2), 
using a subsample of group level data.  The dependent variables for model 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 
are CE, RE, PE, ROA, and ROE, respectively. See Table 4.6 for a detailed description of 
variables. 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 
Dependent Variable CE RE PE ROA  ROE 
Constant 2.131*** 

[0.002] 
1.153*** 
[0.005] 

1.236** 
[0.011] 

2.164*** 
[0.002] 

2.275*** 
[0.003] 

RR/PHS 0.114*** 
[0.025] 

0.132*** 
[0.021] 

0.077* 
[0.041] 

0.270** 
[0.127] 

0.122*** 
[0.029] 

RR_Top_1 -0.065* 
[0.037]

-0.083** 
[0.042]

-0.053* 
[0.029]

-0.063** 
[0.025] 

-0.065** 
[0.028] 

HHI_RR -0.013* 
[0.008]

-0.003** 
[0.001]

-0.016* 
[0.009]

-0.013* 
[0.002] 

-0.003** 
[0.001] 

HHI_RR_Foreign 0.021* 
[0.011] 

0.028* 
[0.013] 

0.023 
[0.056] 

0.027* 
[0.014] 

0.044* 
[0.014] 

HHI_RR_Domestic -0.105* 
[0.061] 

-0.078* 
[0.042] 

-0.129 
[0.114] 

-0.072* 
[0.043] 

-0.047 
[0.056] 

%RR_Foreign 0.032*** 
[0.010] 

0.034*** 
[0.007] 

0.012 
[0.015] 

0.031* 
[0.018] 

0.040* 
[0.023] 

Firm Size 0.227*** 
[0.001] 

0.223*** 
[0.002] 

0.220** 
[0.111] 

0.224*** 
[0.002] 

0.222*** 
[0.002] 

Stock 0.028*** 
[0.005] 

0.017** 
[0.008] 

0.022* 
[0.013] 

0.018 
[0.015] 

0.013** 
[0.005] 

Premium/Surplus -0.034** 
[0.016] 

-0.021** 
[0.009] 

-0.102* 
[0.054] 

-0.036** 
[0.017] 

-0.031** 
[0.014] 

Group Affiliation 0.002** 
[0.001] 

0.001** 
[0.000] 

0.000** 
[0.000] 

0.002** 
[0.001] 

0.001** 
[0.000] 

Personal Long Tail -0.018** 
[0.009] 

-0.011** 
[0.005] 

-0.012* 
[0.007] 

-0.016** 
[0.007] 

-0.019** 
[0.008] 

Commercial Long 
Tail 

0.021* 
[0.013] 

0.022* 
[0.011] 

0.021* 
[0.013] 

0.017 
[0.022] 

0.025* 
[0.014] 

Commercial Short 
Tail 

0.073 
[0.072] 

0.129 
[0.081] 

0.131* 
[0.078] 

0.028 
[0.064] 

0.037 
[0.091] 

%STOCK -0.075 
[0.062] 

-0.065 
[0.073] 

-0.074 
[0.053] 

-0.075 
[0.054] 

-0.065 
[0.051] 

%MBS -0.036** 
[0.016] 

-0.060** 
[0.027] 

-0.023* 
[0.012] 

-0.036** 
[0.016] 

-0.061** 
[0.028] 

HHI_Geographic 0.028 
[0.020] 

0.021 
[0.016] 

0.032* 
[0.017] 

0.028 
[0.021] 

0.023 
[0.016] 

HHI_Lineofbusiness 0.023* 
[0.012] 

0.022* 
[0.012] 

0.014* 
[0.008] 

0.026* 
[0.017] 

0.024* 
[0.013] 

N 14972 14972 14972 14972 14972 
Adjusted R2 0.117 0.115 0.107 0.105 0.104 
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APPENDIX F Durbin-Wu-Hausman Test for Endogeneity of Reinsurance Variables 

This table presents the results of Durbin-Wu-Hausman (DWH) Tests for endogeneity of 
reinsurance-related variables. The DWH Test Procedure is as follow: (1) Run the reduced 
form regression against the endogenous variable; (2) Extract the residuals of the 
regression; (3) Run the main equation including these residuals as explanatory variables; 
(4) Test if the residual is significantly different from 0 using an F-Test. If the F-statistic is 
significant then the variable is endogenous so the OLS estimation is biased and 
inconsistent. 

Potential Endogenous Var 
F-Statistic of 
DWH Test 

p-value 

RPC/DWPA 1.16 0.2956 

RPC_Top_1 1.48 0.1028 

RPC_Top_5 1.42 0.1276 

RPC_Top_10 0.77 0.7127 

HHI_RPC 1.11 0.3403 

HHI_RPC_Unaff 1.24 0.2326 

HHI_RPC_Aff 1.09 0.3593 

HHI_RPC_Foreign 1.31 0.1859 

%RPC_Unaff 1.29 0.1984 

%RPC_Foreign 1.49 0.1002 

%RPC_Foreign_Unaff 1.30 0.1921 

RR/PHS 1.00 0.4515 

RR_Top_1 1.36 0.1572 

RR_Top_5 1.34 0.1683 

RR_Top_10 0.94 0.5180 

HHI_RR 1.26 0.2184 

HHI_RR_Unaff 1.20 0.2628 

HHI_RR_Aff 1.39 0.1418 

HHI_RR_Foreign 1.16 0.2931 

%RR_Unaff 1.43 0.1232 

%RR_Foreign 1.28 0.2049 

%RR_Foreign_Unaff 1.39 0.1431 
 


